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and useless
process to make a steer too fat. Again
most desirable carcass from the
the
dealer's or butcher's standpoint is not
necessarily the one that makes the highest percentage of dressed beef. Such
steers usually carry too high a proportion
of waste fat. When the steer is sufficiently fat, therefore, to make as high a
quality of beef as he is capable of making. and when at the same time be is
sufficiently fat to satisfy the buyer that
he will dress a good percentage of beef
and fat, there is little to encourage the
feeder to carry him further. This seems
to be th» best time to market cattle.
There are always a few steers lacking
in quality and condition in large con-
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niSFIT GLASSES.
Every

person who
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glasses

of
should consider the importance

wearing only those that are perfectly
adapted to their EYES. Self-Htted

improperly titled glasses are generally worse than none at all. Many
such
EVES are injured by wearing
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perbOUill e&]'ci iciicc UUV
time, in a storm in tbe wilds of the
Mississippi valley,—as they were in those
«lays—when Selini, a handsome lu>rse. a
son of Black Hawk, saved us from a
night in the swamps, and possible
accident. Wo had ridden Selini back
from the river, through a bridle path, in
search of some strayed animals, when a
It was very late in the
storm came up.
afternoon, of a hot day in August, and
we had not gone very far back into the
interior until we discovered with alarm
that we had lost our way. The lands
along the river are higher than the interior nearer the bluffs, and lying back
uear the highlauds were many brackish
After wandering
lakes and lagoons.
about aimlessly in the storm and semidarkness for two or three hours, we
found ourselves ou the banks of a deep
lake at least five miles inland—nothing
but the dense forest and the sullen
the
waters about us, and no sounds but
rumble of the thunder in the receding
clouds, the croak of the bull frogs, and
the "swish'1 of the garfish, as they leaped continuously from the waters, only to
We
fall back—a sport of their own.
hitched Selim and climbed a tree to take
uo faour bearings, but we could see
So we came dowu, remiliar object.
mounted, gave our faithful horse the
rein, and said: "Take me home, Selim."
Me seemed to fully realize the situation,
for tie started off at a moderate gait;
seemiugly picking out the most open
we struck
course, and to our great joy
minutes,
an open trail iu about thirty
and a little later caiue to a clearing
where some wood choppers had been
cutting cord wood, and soon afterwards
then Selim,
we struck wagon tracks, and
of his own accord, struck into a long
swinging trot, and an hour later we came
road
to the river bank and the main
several miles upstream from where we
had
storm
had eutered the forest. The
ride homespent itself ere that, and our
ward was in the bright moonlight.
Selim was a son of Black Hawk, and
from that day forth we were fast friends.
Indeed, horses of this breed soon become
which they
as members of the family,
When
are ever ready to faithfully serve.
harnessed to the plow the Morgan is a
goer,
quick stepper and a continuous
and a pair of them can pud a wagon
other
quite as heavily loaded as any
breed of horses can move. Indeed, the
exMorgan is the utility horse, par
cellence.

or
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expensive

from the butcher's point of view.
Not less than six weeks should be consumed in getting cattle unaccustomed
Feed the cattle
to grain on full feed.
all the hay they will eat—preferably
clover or alfalfa hay—at the beginning
of the feeding period. This for a twovear-old steer will be approximately
tifteeu pounds. Not over five pounds
of corn should be fed at the start, and
this should be increased steadily, but
very gradually, while the proportion of
liay will as gradually and surely de-

C'ooley of the department
of Animal Husbandry and Dairying,
Agricultural College,
Massachusetts
glasses. If your EYES tire, blur,
of the class in dairy
says that iu a test
have
inttamed,
are
the
college, a question was
water, ache, or
farming at
asked to bring out the preference of
them atteuded to. I make a specialeach member in the matter of a dairy
work.
The following interesting rebreed.
ty of scientitic optical
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disci'pt Mori-er.
patching messengers to briny up the
ol.ior two regiments, tlie Fortieth and
Fifty-liftli, which Lad not yet left
Γι-incetou. Both parties rushed for a
lit Je rising ground ou the edge of a
at

It
But now the objectors began.
had been snowing, sleeting and raining for aérerai days; the roads were
they bad no bottom. Ob-

impassable,

jections were made on all sides—the
artillery could uot possibly be moved,
horses could pull the wagons
no
through the mud, the troops could uot
But Washington, with
march in it.
true Instincts, held to bis carefully devised plan with an unusual resolution.
signments. Strictly choice feeders are
connot by any means plenty on any feeding Arguing, explaining, suggesting,
cattle market, and it has been the uni- vincing, persuading, the hours slipped
versal experience of cattle feeders that away until «it 10 o'clock at night there
there are always a few cattle, even came a sudden change in the weather,
among the choice and fancy kinds, that perceptible even to those in the house.
do not mature quite so quickly as others
Washington ran eagerly to the door
and then some cattle do not seem to feed
and opened it. Followed by the genthe
even
which
for
reasons
and
well,
eral officers, he stepped out into the
most expert are unable to determine.
It was dark and cloudy, no
Desirable fat steers should have the night.
as
moon or stars even, and growing cold
appearance of being packed with fat
full as they can be, and yet possess er every moment under the rising
smoothness and evenness of covering. northeast wind.
Smoothness, as opposed to patchiness,
"Gentlemen." he cried gayly. "Provl
is always attractive to buyers.
dente has decided for us. The wind
of
advocates
We are strong
getting
has shifted. The army will move In
cattle on feed slowly and of never feedhours."
two
ration.
an
excessively heavy grain
ing
At the time specified by the comWe believe that this system of feeding is
attended with more economical gains mander the muddy roads were frozen
and a better distribution of fat through- hard.
The heavy baggage was sent
out the carcass, both of which factors, down to Burlington, und a strong
it must be conceded, are very important
to keep
party of active men was left
because the cheaper grains affect vitally
and charged to
the sinooth- bright fires burning
the feeder's profits, and
show themselves as much as possible
ucsh or even distribution of fat not only
commotion by
helps the feeder to get a better price for aud make a great
loud
his cattle than would otherwise be pos- throwing up fortifications and
sible, but also this better distribution of talking, with instructions to slip away
fat actually adds to the value of the car- aud join the main body early next day

I JK

and Pictures,

For Love of

condition, but discriminate against the
over-ripe or the steer lacking in condition. From the feeders1 standpoint it

Η. B. Geer of Tennessee in the Journal of Agriculture, says writing about
tbe Morgan horse is somewhat like compiling family tradition by him. The
v
Morgan is the "Yankee" horse of
ucurjie 1>.
America, and hie own progenitors
BUCK.
L.
1
climbed the granite hills of New Hampshire and roamed the Green mountains
Surgeon Dentist,
of Vermont, as well as lending a hand
MAINS.
Mil'TH 1'ARIS,
in tbe original settlement of "Shawmut
Peninsula"—now the "Hub" of New
-.est work warranted.
\
England. We are not raising horses of
Η Ρ JONES.
any kind now, and have no interest in
any variety; and are, therefore, not seekDentist,
ing to bring before the public view a
breed in which we have financial inMAINS.
NORWAY,
terest. Our desire is to simply say a
Hour·—» to 1i—1 to *.
!
good word for a splendid breed of
horses.
A.M.. M.O.,
>RATIO WOODBURY,
In point of docility, intelligence, courage and energy, the Morgan horse is
Pnyeician A Surgeon,
surpassed by none. Not large and bony
mains.
—barely medium in height, but sinewy,
MH'TIl pari?,
muscular and hard of tlesh, as well as
Street.
and residence. 13 High
rounded and symmetrical in body, the
-MIT».
Γ
Morgan is strong and enduring to a
Indeed, tbe
most surprising degree.
Attorney at Law,
strength of the Morgan is only surpassMA1>S
ed by its willingness to exert its full
viii'VlV,
Collection* a »po 'aity
powers whenever called on to do so. We
Uorn« Biock.
at one time bred Black Hawk, a magnificent, coal black Morgan stallion,
Κ 'KICK Λ PARK.
which we bought in Vermont—a lineal
Law,
at
Attorneys
descendant of the famous Ethan Allen.
MAINS.
Our stallion was a beauty, his mane was
HK'i HKL,
Slier* C Park
long and flowing, while his tail almost
\ : .'.«on £. Uerrtck.
swept the ground. He stepped like the
thoroughbred he was, and carried himI >HNS. HARLOW,
self with all the grace of a southern
game cock. He possessed that other
V.torney at Law,
MAIMS.
good trait, or heritage of the Morgan
UlXriSLD.
stock—longevity, and lived to be twentytwo years old, and even then be met an
uutimely death by being fed some inferior bran during our absence. We
stood him first in Illinois, where his get
used to pull the sulkies over the vast
Pa.
of
prairie stretches of those days, for the
Provident:
in the
farmers and stock raisers. He was a
Why you bhould insure
It iH surrouuded by greater safeguard» trotter of the old school, and his colts
and
greatgives
all took after him in this respect. InI haii any other company,
future.
deed, all Morgans can spin the buggy
er guarantees for the
«leal wheels till nothing is visible but a blur.
It will, uuder all circumstances,
Later, we took Black Hawk to Missouri,
fairly with you.
η of Ume, If
and bred bitu to some high class mares
it- practice 1» t» grant an
when
to pay premiums
t... Injured U unaole
of tbe race horse type -southern racers,
after the
it* polioleat are non forfeitable
lue
that delivered some colts of rare quality
annual premium*
Ut«M
of vour necessity.
| and
It will litti take advantage
speed, both in tlie harness and una pal
up
tak··
to
you
oblige
1
If In un'«tant-en
der the saddle. At lirst the breeders in
In the surplus.
!" icv, ll will i>artlclpate
tbe south were disposed to regard Black
It I· a atruuK roiupaay.
It» management
Hawk as too small for their purposes,
ll" Investments are secure,
rates are low.
·■« uuomlcal, and It» premium*
but after they saw some of his colts at
all other Ainerl
It* rate of uiortalltv l* below
this
from
lt» dividends
work, they came out solid for the Moran companies, and
lancer
that
"•urce correspoU'llngly
gan blood; and it is safe to say
moot
the
with
It ha» loug been »"itru->ted
from our siugle stallion, the class of
to them, and
true
beeu
h*.*
•vi.-red Interest».
farm and road animals in our vicinity in
of your fullest confidence.
; ioveu itself worthy
to
Kur further Information apply
southeastern Missouri, was raised twenMe.
Parle,
Κ I. MILLKTT.South
for Maine.
ty-five pei cent.
Κ M. t.KANT, General Agent
Me.
There is something about this variety
53 Exchange St Portland,
of horses, which is suggestive of the
carry-all, and the family, for the Morgan is pre-eminently the family horse,
there being no safer, surer or more trustIndeed,
worthy animal in existence.
the Morgans seem to have an especial
fondness for women and children, and
to love to serve them faithfully and
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At 1 o'clock In
best they could.
the morning the ustonlshed army
started out upon their adventurous
long, cold night
as

journey—another

The untruveled roads were
With
smooth and hard as iron.
mutiled wheels they succeeded in steal-

march.

as

ing away undetected.

CHAPTER XXVII.

IHE (Quaker road led southeast
I from Trenton until it reach■Ur J ed the village of Sandtown,
where It turned to the northwest again, and it was not uutil that
jtoint was reached that the surprised
soldiers realized the daring nature of
the maneuver and the character of

£

the same

time

cleared lie.d, ueur the house of a peaceful Quaker named Clark. The Americans were neurer the goal than their
oppoiu-utK mid reached it first. Hastily
dip Joying his column, Mercer sought
shelter heliiud u hedge fence which
crowned the eminence aud immediate-

The argument by which the

beef

them
was

the brave Colonel

liuskt, who

mortally wounded.

In the confusion thus unfortunately
caused the Americans could hear sharp
.o..>i:.ands of the English officers, then
the rattling of steel on the gun barrels, and the next momeut the red
coated meu broke out of the smoke
au<l, unchecked by a scattering tire
from the Americans, gallantly rushed
There
up at them with fixed bayonets.
were unfortunately no bayonets in this
small brigade of the Continental army. A few of the men clubbed their

offenders.

Composition

on Ducks.

A schoolboy in Jewell City, Mo., was
assigned to prepare an essay on the subject of 'Ducks," and this is wbat he
wrote: "The duck is a low, heavy-set
bird, composed mostly of meat and
feathers. He is a mighty poor singer,
having a hoarse voice caused by getting
He likes the
so many frogs in his neck.
water and carries a toy balloon in his
stomach to keep him from sinking.
The duck has only two legs and they are
set so far back on his running gear by

nature that she came pretty near missthe big record, but unsym- ing his body. Some ducks when they
My criticism of prevailing get big have curls on their tails and are
is that breeders are apt to called drakes. Drakes don't have to set
or hatch, but just loaf, go swimming
and eat. If I was to be a duck I'd
rather be a drake every time."—New
York Tribune.
There are 17,199,674 milch cows in the
Uuited States, according to the last census.
The six big dairy states are New
York, with 1,501,006 oows; Iowa, with
1,428,648; Illinois, with 1,007,664; Wis-

oonsin, 996,397; Pennsylvania, 943,778,
and Ohio, with 818,289 oows.

''The army will

in two hours."

lower ground and afforded

a

abort cut

men car-

ried out their orders. Then the force,
a large body of Pennsylvania militia
which Washington had dispatched at
the first sound of tiring in the direction
of Mercer, broke out of the wood and
advanced rapidly. The muskets of the
redcoats were quickly brought to the

shoulder and at the word of command
the British lino was suddenly tipped
with fire and then covered with smoke.
Many of ti e militia fell at this volley
delivered rl close range; some of the
i.tiien lay still and motionless, while
others groined with pain. The raw
smoke,
troops tired hastily into the

then hesit. tr^il and stopped uncertainly
It was
as the vol!:\v was repeated.
another critic..! moment, and the hour
brought I lie man.
Washington himself had most oparrived on the Held in ad-

portunely

of tût· troops, attended by SeyOne glance showed him Mercer's broken retreating column and the
hesit; ting Pennsylvania militia! Everything was at stake. It was not a time
for strategic maneuvers now, but for
vance

mour.

to Mercer's shattered
ed and faci-d about.
ginia broke through
llank of the British.

men. They haltThe Seventh Virthe wood on the
Hitchcock's New

Englanders came up on the run with
fixed bayonets. Moulder's Philadelphia
battery opened fire from the hill on the

opposing

guns.

The tire of a warrior had now supplanted the coolness of a general.
Hashing I Mildly forward, reckless of
the storm of lnill«»ts. to within thirty
yards of the Bri.!;i. line, and smiling

muskets resolutely as the two lines
met and made a stout resistance, but
the oncoming British would not be denied. aud as the charge was pressed
home the ..uiericans wavered, broke
and fell back In some disorder before
ihe vigorous onslaught of the veteran

Mercer, tilled with shame,
strove lu vain to rally bis meu. Disdaining himself to retreat, and gallantly
culling upon them to advance, he threw
himself upon the advancing British
line, sword in hand, followed by his
officers, aud for a brief space there
A
was an exciting melee ou the hill.
blow from the butt end of α musket
felled the general to the ground. Talbot sprang to his side aud swept the
bayonet away from his heart by a blow

sword he was beaten to his knees by
The blood
a blow from a gun barrel.
ran down over his face.

ue

The guard bad been withcamp.
drawn, tbe Arts had been allowed to
die away and tlie place was as still as
death. A few adventurous spirits,
cautiously crossing tbe bridge, found

that tbe guns mounted in front of it
were only "quakers"
and that the
whole camp was empty—the army had
decamped silently and stolen away before their e.ves! My Lord Cornwallls,
rudely disturbed from those rosy
dreams of conquest with which a
mocking spirit bad beguiled bis slumber, would not credit the first report
of his astonished officers, but investigation showed him that the "old fox"
was gone and be would not be bagged
that morning—nor on any other morning, either! But where bad he gone?
For a time the perplexed and chagrined commander could not ascertain.

The Americans had vanished—dlsnppenred—leaving absolutely no trace behind them, and It was not until be

heard the heavy booming of cannon
from the northeast, borne upon tbe
frosty air of the cold morning about
sunrise, that he divined the brilliant
plan of his wily antagonist and discovered his whereabouts. He had been
outfought, outmaneuvered, outflanked
and outgeneraled! The disgusted Brit-

rose breast high upon the eager men,
and the hasty pursuit was once more
A mile or so beyond the
resumed.
bridge the whole army was brought to
a stand by a sudden discharge from a
heavy gun. which did some exécution;
it was mounted in a breastwork some

distance ahead.
Tbe army was halted, men were sent
ahead to reconnoiter and a strong <·οΙumn deployed to storm what was supposed to 1m> a heavy battery. When
the storming party reached the works
there was no one there!

Talbot drove home hit blmlt.
with stem pleasure in the crisis which
Seemed to develop nnd bring out every
fiber of his deep nature, he called upon
his men to come on. Recovering themselves, they responded with the ut-

gallantry. Mawhood was surrounded and outnumbered, his victory
suddenly changed to defeat; but, excellent soldier that he was, he fought
on with desperate resolution, and the
most

Washconflict was exceedingly hot.
ington was in the thick of It. Seymour. who had followed him closely
until the general bijke as. ay In the
smoke to lead the charge, lost sight of
liui for a moment, enveloped as he
was in the dust and smoke of the batWhen he saw him emerge from
tle.
tli" «loud, waving his sword, and be-

A lone

high ideals of duty. Brief as had been
bis career a» a general in the «evolution. his memory is still cherished by a
grateful posterity as one of the first
heroes of that mighty struggle for

truce."
"Ha!

Wilton had volunteered to remain, aftSeymour's party had passed, and further delay the British by tiring it at
their army as soon as iliey came in
rang*. These delays had given Washington so much ot' a start tiiat Cornwallis, despairing ol' ever overtaking
him, finally gave up the pursuit and
pushed on in great anxiety to New
Brunswick, to save, if isissible, his

er

magazines, which lie had the satisfaction in the end of finding intact.
ΊΟ

Complet?

lui» Ul

li-I

Iiniuic

ut

of the remarkable campaigns «>f

wuv

Lie-

Washington strongly fortified
himself ou Cornwall!*' flank at Morrisiown, menacing each of tlie thre«· deputs held by the British outside New
York; Putnam advanced from Phllaheld the enemy giving way on every delphia to Trenton with the militia,
side, lie spurred up to him.
and Heath moved down to the highThe country
'Thank God!" he said. "Your excel- lands of the Hudson.
lency is sa fe."
people of New Jersey rose and cut off
"Away! Away, my dear Seymour," scattered detachments of the British in
he cried, "and bring up the troops! every direction, until the whole of the
The day is our own!"
field was eventually abandoned by
To Hie day of his death Seymour them, except Amboy, Newark and New
of
never lost the splendid impression
Brunswick. The world witnessed the
that heroic figure, the ruddy face singular spectacle of a large, well apstreaked with smoke and dust, the pointed army of veteran soldiery unbattle, the der able leaders shut up In practically
eyes blazing with the joy of
excitement of the charge, the mighty one spot, New York and a few nearby
Mawhood's
a
sweep of the mighty ariu.
villages, and held there inexorably by
tory,

liberty.

Details of the British were already
the Held of action to
engage In the melancholy work of
burying the detfd when Seymour, unier Major Armstrong's guidance, went
over the ground in a search for Talbot.
He bad no difficulty in finding the
place where liis friend had fallen. The
field had not lieen disturbed by any
Λ bloody frozen mass of Ice and
one.
snow had shown where Mercer had
fallen, and across the place where his

marching toward

is where he fell."
The general looked curiously about

falm.

"And who wns your dead friend?" he
continued.
"Captain Hilary Talbot of Virginia,
of General Washington'·» staff."
"What! Not Talbot of Fairvlew Hull
on the Potomac ?" said one of the offi-

feet had been lay the body of Talbot.
In front of him lay the lieutenant with
whom he had fought, the sword still
uiirlcd tu his breast; farther away were
the two men that the general and he
had rut down In the first onslaught.
h ml at Ills feet was the corpse of the
man he had last shot, his stiffened
hands still tightly clasping his gun.
Seymour with a sad heart stooped
ind turned over the body of his friend,
lifting his face once more to that heaven he had imzed upon so bravely a few
hours since—for it was morning again,

cers.

"The same, sir."

"Gad. my lord, Madam Talbot's a
red hot Tory! She swears by the king.
I've been entertained at the housenot when the young man was there,
but while he was away—and a tine
place it Is. Well, here's h house divided truly!"
"Is it indeed so, Mr. Seymour?"
The young man nodded affirmatively.
"What wore you proj»osing to do
with the

near here, sir, in the cemeWe
tery on the hill by the college.
have no means of transporting It

hence."

"Well, you shall do so, and we will
I remember
burv him like a soldier
the family now in Kugland very well.
Don't they call them th·1 loyal Tdbots?
Yes, 1 thought so. He was a rel.el and
so far false to his creed, but a gentleman nevertheless, and a brave one too.
Look at tb·· light lie made here, gentlemen. He shall have an escort of the
kind's own troops, ami Lord Cornwal*
lis himself and his stitlT for his ehief
mourners; eh, Lrskine?" said the gallant earl, turning to the officer who

Initials "K. \V.," he carefully wiped
clean the white face of his dead friend.
There was a little smile upon Talbot's
lips and a look of peace and calm upon
his face which Seymour had not seen

rode near him.
"How will that suit you, Ni»-. Seymour'/ You ean tell that to his poo/
old mother, too. when you see her once
again. Some of you bring up a company of troops >iii·t get a «un carriage—
there's mi almiidoned <>iie of Maw·
ho »d's over there and w'll tall·· him
Have you a Imrsc. sir?
up properly.
And bring a ι raver
All. that's well.
I doutit if
IxHik if you can tind one.
1 presume
there be any in my staff.
the man was η churchman, and lie
We have no
shall have prayers too.
coffin for him either. But, stay; here's
my own cloak, a proper shroud for a
soldier.
Surely that will do nicely.
And now let us go on. gentlemen.''
In η short time the martial cortege
reached the little Presbyterian cemetery. The young man, wrapped in the
general's cloak, was soon laid away in

Mm wear since the sinking of the frigHis right hand, whiter than the
lace which drooped over it, was pressed against kis heart, widen tly as the
result of his last conscious movement.
Seymour bent down and lifted It up
gently; there was something beneath
The young
it inside his waistcoat.
sailor reverently inserted hi» hand and
ate.

drew It forth. It was a plain gold
locket. Touching the spring it opened,
and there were pictured the faces of
the two women Talbot had loved—on

♦he one side the mother, stately, proud,
handsome, resolute, the image of the
man himself; on the other, the brown
eyes and the fair hair and the red lips
of beautiful Katharine Wilton. There
The
was a letter. t«H>. In the pocket.
hnvonet thrust which had reacletl his
heart had gone* through It. and it. and
the locket also, was stained with blood.

the shallow grave which had hastily
been made ready for him. Seymour,
attended by the two other American
officers, Armstrong and Lewis, after

letter was addressed to Seymour.
Wondering, he broke the seal and lead

It was a brief note, written in
would
eamp the night of the march. It
seem that Talbot had a presentiment
that he might die in the coming conflict; indeed, the letter plainly showed
that he meant to seek death, to court
ft in the Held. His mother was to be

It.

a lock of Talbot's dark hair
for his mother, read the burial service
out of the young soldier's own little
prayer Nook, which he IimiI found in
the pocket of his coat. As the earth
was put upon him Comwallls and his

cultiug off

officers stood about reverently uncovered while the sailor read with faltering lips th»· old familiar words which
for twenty centuries have whispered
of comfort to the heartbroken children
of men and illumined the dark future
by an eternal hope nay, rather, fixed

told that he had done his duly ami
had not f;%;.·.! in sustaining the tr:i.lltlons of hi.·, honorable house; and the
holiest, soldierly little note ended with
these words:

As for yt«. my dear Seymour, would
that fat·· hud been kinder to you! Were
Katharli e alive, 1 Would rave your | >-r-

assurance—of life everlasting.

mlsaioti lo say these words to h-*r: "Ι love
-but the
you. Kate—I've always loved you
M> In/st love
bett< r man has· won you."
η to
take
to the old mother. Won't you
her'.' And coodby, and tJod bless you!

mere was οιι·· termer iiearre«i

there

hot

Γ

won

Meanwhile the Fifty-fifth reglmeut
had been vigorously attacked by St.
Clair's brigade, and after a short action those who could get awuy were In
full retreat toward New Brunswick.
The last regiment, the Fortieth, had
not been able to get Into action at all.
A part of it fled In a panic with the remains of the Fifty-fifth toward New

General Debility

"

IVetiiitiy Τ 'leur» du nul become

/

a

»ol·

tlitr!"

nunThe brilliance went out of tbe
out of tbe
•bine, tbe brightness faded
there
morning, and Heymour stood
bis
with tbe teara running down
for bis
to
weep
ashamed
cheeks—not
tbe man waa with
And

(to

m

ooirrnnm.]

Tree· and

Kmiufnll.

Some persons ask if trees affect rainfall. That question is one on which
foresters differ, but the large majority
rainfall.
are satisfied they do Induce
Vonmulere, Scheuck and many others
forest*
are emphatic in the claim that
re^
induce rainfall. It Ib certain they
and
tain humidity to a great extent,
that alone would affect the rainfall;
the
but the point on which all agree is
value of forests for the conservation*
of water, preventing floods or drought,
the water evenly the

yet

friend.

could
Kate, he thought, and happy—he
Tbe
almost envy him hia quiet bleep.
was rudely
course of bis thoughts
a party of
brokeu by the approach of
where he
horsemen who rode up to
handsome
bold,
a
leader,
Their
stood.
appearyoung man of distinguished
dress of a British
ance, in the brilliant
steed close
general otticer, reiued in his
bim.
addressed
und
him
by
sir! Weeping? Tears do

distributing
whole year. It is a matter of history
soldier!"
not become
In foreign countrtci that when fo»-esta
saluting
has
"Ah, sir," said Seymour,
have been destroyed the rainfall
l>ody at
and pointing down to Talbot's
been greatly lessened aud more spaswhen one
the same time, "not even
modic.—T. P. Lukens in Maxwell's
of a friend7"
mourns the death
Talisman.
the gen"Your friend, sir?" replied
and
Foliage mad Color·.
eral olllcer courteously, uncovering
The colorings of variegated foliage
»
■
the use
ι·
planta cannot be Intensified by
A Turious Belgian
of colored glass.
Disease takes no summer
horticulturist, after a long aerie· of
vacation.
experiments, concludes that brilliant
light favors high coloration of foliage.
If you need flesh and
Trees aud shrubs with' golden leares.
use
when poorly illuminated that le,
"How

now,
a

strength

—

through either blue

Scott's Emulsion

—

Hood's Sarsaparilla

faced

you return now?"
"Immediately, my lord."
'Tray present my compliments to
Mr. nay, General Washington," said
the generous commander, "and congratulate him upon his brilllaut campaign. Vyc. and tell him we look forward eagerly to trying conclusion·
witli him again. Good by. sir. Come,
gentlemen," he cried, raising his hat
gracefully as he mouuted his horse
aud rode away, followed by hit staff.

man—George Washington!

HIIE

woman

sweet

to the knightly 1 tri ton.
l»o not mention It, sir. 1 bog of you."
replied Cornwall!*, shaking his hand
warmly. "You will do the same for
one of us. I am sure, should invasion
ever demand a like service at your
hands. I will see that your other men
I)o
and officer* are properly buried.

practically

Brunswick, hotly pursued by WashingCHAPTER XXVIII.
ton with the Philadelphia City troop
day after the battle Washand
could
muster,
and wkat cavalry he
sent his nephew, Maington
the rest took refuge in the college
under protection of
Lewis,
jor
building in Princeton, from which they
a dag of truce, to attend upon
were dislodged by artillery and comthe wounded General Mercer, the expelled to surrender. The British loss
Britigency of his pursuit of the Hying
was about 500 in killed and wounded
of
ish and their subsequent pursuit
than
less
American
the
and prisoners,
him having precluded him from giving
were
many
100, but among the latter
to his old friend that personal attenvaluable officers—Colonels Haslet and
tion which would have so aeconled
Totter, Major Morris, Captains Shipwith his kindly heart and the long afGenand
Neal
Talbot,
Fleming,
pen,
he had held the old

t li«»

of

and station are forgot.
"Sir. I hog t.· thank you for this distinguished courtesy." said Seymour,
with deep feeling, extending his hand

which it had engaged, which had followed the Americans through six
months of disastrous defeat and retreat and had overrun two colonies,
its
now had nothing to show for all
It
efforts but the ground upon which
stood! And this was the result of the
of
genius, the courage, the audacity
one

on··

Then they all drew hack while the
well trained soldiers lired the last three
volleys and the drummers bout the
last call. 'Twas the same .«impie endin j; which closes (ho oaroor «»f all soldiers of whatever degree when they
come to occupy those narrow quartern
where earthly coti.-.iilem lions of rank

were

pursuit.

too.

daughters of tin» kindly (Junker. Minn
Claris Shu had taken time to twine a
hasty wreath from the fragrant over
reniant pine: when the little mound
of earth was finished, softly h he laid
It down, breathing a prayer for the
mother in faroff Virginia as «lie did so.

rection.

a

body?"

"Bury it

Indeed routed in every diphantom army which never was more
Most of them laid down their than half the size of that it held lu
A small party only uuder that check! The résulta of the six mouths'
arms.
Intrepid leader succeeded In forcing campaign were to be seen in the i>osits way through the Americau ranks sessiyn of the city of New York by the
with the bayonet and ran at full speed British army. That army, which had
all the battles In
toward Trenton under the stimulus of
men

IIow is General Mercer?"

"Frightfully wounded. He cannot live
very long now."
"He was a gallant fellow, so I am
told, sir, and fought the father of Lin
majesty in the '45."
"Yes," said Seymour «Imply. "This

thirty- Tile

two pounder, too unwieldly to accompany the rapid march of the Americans, had been left behind, and 1'hillp

"Surrender! Surrender," they cried
to him, "and we will spare your life!"
For answer his hand sought his rehis
maining pistol. The first one of
bullet
a
opponents fell dead with
through his heart, and the next mobayonet was
of Braddock's unfortunate expedition, ment the deadly steel of
aud wounded when that general's army burled in Talbot's throat.
was annihilated, aud some time com"Kate—Kate!" be cried In agony, the
fection in which
after its blood bubbling from his lips, and then eral Mercer.
ma utler of Fort Duquesne
Hcotchuian. Seymour received permiswas
his
He
and
deForbes.
gallant
After following the retiring
another bayouet found
capture by Geueral
sion to accompany Lewis, in order to
detailed, with a small advance party heart, and he Bank down on his face moralized British for α few miles ascertain, if possible, what had become
his
Washington determined to abandon of Talbot.
comprising the remnants of Small- ut the foot of the dying olflcer,
wood's Marylanders, Haslet's Dela- Hps kissing the soli of that country in the pursuit The men were exhausted
The men of Mercer's command rewareans aud Flemiug's Virginians and defense of whose liberties he had by their long and fatiguing marches
ported that they had seen the two offrom the fallen.
and were In no condition to make the
a small body of young meu
ficers dismounted and fighting bravely,
the
to
Moat
his
with
family, long march to New Rrunswick.
first families of Philadelphia,
As was customary
after having refused to retreat. The
total number of 300, to continue up he had died on the field, grimly facing of them were still HI equipped and en- two
young officers were very melanof
the road along the brook until he fearful odds to the last. The last
tirely unfitted for the fatigue and ex- choly as they rode along the familiar
reached the main road, where he was his line, be had made a good ending, posure of a further winter campaign. road. Lewis belonged to a Virginia
to try and hold the bridge in order to not uuworthy his distinguished ances- Even those iron men must have reet
regiment and imd known both Mercer
Intercept fugitives from Princeton, or try; for none of the proud and gallant at last. The flying British muat have and Talbot well, aiid, in fact, all the
a
of
of
movements
six
miles
service
informed Leslie's troops,
check uny retrograde
race bad ever died In the
ofilcers who had been killed. The ofthe troops which might have advanced better cause, be it that of king or par- away, of the situation. They would
ficers of that little army were like a
had
who
baud
toward Trenton. The little
liament, than this yor*ig soldier
bond of brothers, and after every batproovdt-d but a short distance ou their had Just laid down his life for love of
tle there was a general mourning
came In
his country!
way when they unexpectedly
The
for the losa of many friends.
inthe
the
of
enemy.
column
afforded
a
of
by
slgut
The slight check
In .and out there is that feeling of casualties among the officers in the
a
Day
British,
over.
of
the
was
advance
the
It was
terposition of the Americans
sharp engagement had been unusually
weakness that makes a burden of itself.
part of Von Oonop's leading brigade, The British were sweeping everything
severe and entirely dlsproportloned to
does not strengthen.
Food
Cornassist
to
en route for Trenton
before them, when Colonel Mawhood.
refresh.
not
does
(be total losa; the bulk of the lone lud
Sleep
acbeen
wallis in bagging the "old fox"
the cool headed officer, who had
hard to hear, what, fallen upon Mercer's brigade.
to
hard
do,
Is
It
cord.ng to orders—the Seventeenth bitting on a little brown pony, with a
vitality Is on the ebb, and
They found the general In Clark'·
should be easy,
regiment, under Colonel Mawhood. small switch in his band, directing the
farmhouse, near the field of battle,
the whole system suffers.
the
screened
by
a
of
body
being
large
Mover's troops
combat, became aware
For this condition take
lingering In great pain, and slowly dywood, their character was not visible of men coming up on his right flank
ing from a number of ferocious bayothat
to Mawhood, who conjectured
through the wood. With the readiness
net wounds. He waa attended by his
they must be a body of fugitives.from of a practiced soldier, he lustantly It vitalizes the blood, gives vigor and tone aid. Major Armstrong, and the celeis
and
wheelthe t'rout. Under this Impression,
to all the organs and functions, mid
stopped the :;dvar.ce of his men,
or brated Dr. Benjamin Bush came espepositively unequalled for all run-down
never dreaming of the true situation, ed them about brought up hie guns
cially from Philadelphia to give the
debilitated conditions.
Mawhood promptly deployed his regi- and prepared to open lire. The Amerdying hero the benefit of his skill and
Hoop's nus ear· couupktuw. 2» cant·.
inter·
to
left
the
off
to
with
mark
moved
ment and
ican officers bad time to

to the town.
(ieuerai Mercer was an old friend
mid comrade of tlie commander In
chief; he had been a companion of
I'rlnce Charles Edward in his romantic
inva*ion of England in '45, a member

and rank, sir?"
"Lieutenant John Seymour of the
American Continental naVy, voluntwr
aid un his excellency General Washington's staff"
"And what do you here? Are yon a
prisoner ?"
"No, sir; I came with Major Lewie
to vieit General Mercer and to look for
my friend under cover of a flag of
name

ish were sent back over the familiar but oh. how different! The face was
road to Princeton, now in hotter haste fovered with blood from the wound In
than before. His rear guard menaced, the forehead, by which he had Iteen
perhaps overwhelmed, bis stores and beaten down. Sadly, tenderly, gratesupplies in danger, Cornwallis pushed fully. remeuiltcring an hour when TalThe English bot had knelt by his side and performon for life this time.
officer conceived a healthy respect for t*d a similar service, he endeavored to
Washington at this Juncture which wipe the lurid stains from off his mardid not leave him thereafter.
II·· brow. Then a thought came to
The little distance between TYenton him. Taking from his breast Hathaand Princeton on the direct road was riue's handkerchief, which had never
passed in a remarkably short time by left him, he moistened It in the snow,
the
now
thoroughly aroused and end, finding an unstained place where
anxious British. A little party under her dainty hand had embroidered her

been baited and unlimbered on a commanding hill and which opened- fire
while ti»e troops advanced on a run:
hut the damage had been don* and tbe
bridge was already impassable. After
a futile attempt to repair it. in which
much time was lost, tbe Indefatigable
earl sent bis troops through the icy
water of tbe turbulent stream, which

of his sword delivered with a quick
movement of his powerful arm. Merrer profited by the moment's respite to
leap to his feet.
"Thank you. my lnd!" he said.
"I)o you get to the rear and rally the

··» .·«.«··
il··'L >·; ·..'ΐι
ι.
I,.
est. Uij practiced eye iuimeuiulely lakhig in tin· details of the I'.rtK* cuntict.
"lie did not n° to ^»s *.eath alone,
he «aid meaningly. '"Fore «Jail, sir,
ïoiir
here hat» been a pretty light!

Ile tiuil been treated with
upon tnem. and they might services.
expect Corn wa Ills with big whole force the greatexi respect by the enemy, for
at any time. He drew off bis troop·, Cornwall!* was always quick to recogtherefore, nnd, leaving a strong party nlie and re*pect a gallant soldier. The
to break down tbe bridge over Stony kindly Quaker* had spared ueither
brook and impede the advance of the time nor trouble to lighten hi* dying
English H8 much as possible, be push- hours, and the womeu of the houseed on toward Pluckamln and Morris- hold nursed him with gentle and astown, officers and men thoroughly sat- siduous care. He passed away ten
isfied with their brilliant achievement*. days after the battle, leaving to his
Early in the morning the pickets of. descendants the untarnished name of
Corn wall is*
discovered
that a gallant soldier and gentleman, who
army
something was wrong in the American never faltered in the pursuit of big
soon

Kelly
command of Seymour and
which had been assiduously engaged
in breakiug down the bridge over
Stony brook was observed and driven
away by two fleldpleces, which had

troops.

honor of hlr. flag?"
The young lieutenant In command of
that part of the line promptly sprang
forward ami engaged. The two blades
rang fiercely together and grated along
each other a moment later. The men
stepped back. But the brave lieutenant
had met his match and, with set lips
and iron arm, Talbot drove home his
Ere he
blade In the other's heart.
could recover himself or withdraw his

move

tiful precision with which the

men—nay, there were men there as
ly opened up a destructive tire from good as ever fought—but for a man
his riiicmeu, which temi>orariiy cheek- then. Providentially one was at hand.
ed the advancing enemy. The British,
Putting spurs to his gallant white
excellent ly led, returned the tire with horse, he rode down the line in front of
great spirit, and with such good effect the Pennsylvania militia, waving hie
that, after a few volleys, Mercer's horse hat and cheering them on.
was wounded in the leg and his rider
"An old fashioned Virginia fox hunt,
throwu violently to the ground, Tal- gentlemen!" he cried gayly, giving the
bot's was killed under him and several view halloo! Galloping forward under
of the iliicers and men fell- among the tire of the British battery, he called

that night march, which they had at
flrst considered another hopeless retreat. It was astonishing, then, with
of a good thing. Growers are beginning what spirit and zeal the soldiers •nen,
general!" cried Talbot, firing a
to query what will be done with the
trumped silently over the frozen roads; jistol at short range into the midst of
out
are
already
crop. Some of them
the raw, green militia vied with the the crowding enemy. "I'll hold these
seeking for purchasers before it Is even veterans in the fortitude with which men in
play." But the lighting blood
the
trees.
on
hanging
sustained the dreadful fatigue of >f the old Scotchman was up, and for
But it is best to keep cool and not get they
the severe march. The long distance I answer lie struck boldly at the man
panicky. It is not yet time to take the
on account of the demeasure of the crop of fruit or discount to be traversed
opposite him.
the demands of the market. It will be tour to he made rendered It neccssary
"Surrender, you cursed rebels!" cried
safer, surer and wiser to wait till we can that the men be moved at the highest an officer near them.
kuow more of the situation. We had a possible speed. The road itself being
"Xe\er!"
replied Mercer, cutting
great crop of apples last year. It will be a new one, lately cleared, the stumps
down the man with whom he was ena condition that never oocurred before if
and roots of trees not yet grubbed upt gaged. while Talbot did the like to the
there is another full crop this year on
made it diliicult to transport the artil- one next him. With a roar of rage the
the same trees and in the same territory
but the tired
British sprang on the two men. In a
It takes more lery and the wagons;
so fruitful a year ago.
the tired
assisted
men
cheerfully
an
and
full
setting
than a
trice one of the bayonets got past
blossom,
early
of the fruit, to overload the trees with a horses and the little army made great Mercer's guard and grazed his arm;
The morning of Friday, another buried itself in his bosom; α
burden of marketable fruit in autumn. progress.
Wait till the damages begin to appear. Jan.
dawned clear and cold, with third struck him in the breast. The
The Farmer is ready now to hazard the the ground covered with hoar frost.
old man struck out weakly, dropped
prediction that there will be no such About sunrise the army, with Wash- Ills sword and fell,
pierced by η dozen
our state as was
in
the
of
crop
bounty
in the lead, reached the wounds, but still breathing.
Talbot,
the good fortune of growers last year. ington again
brook about three who was as
Trees heavily laden with the fruit the bridge over Stony
yet unharmed, though covfrom the village of Princeton. irod with blood and dust, his hat gone,
year before sometimes throw out a full miles
blossom the uext spring, and the fruit Leading the main body across the stepped across his body.
apparently sets well, but before the bridge they struck off from the main
lie might have retreated, being
June drop is over the most of those left highway through a byroad which was
young and active, but that was not
Go
the
on
found
will
be
ground.
concealed by a grove of trees in the the custom of his family; neither
through the orchards at the present
would he abandon the body of his
time and this statement will be found to
brave commander. Besides, every mohold true. So it will not be wise to get
Surely
ment of delay was precious.
wild over the abundance of a crop of
fruit until it hangs on the trees.
they would be re-enforced and rallied.
Fie knew the promptness of WashingAlready reports from the fruit districts of the middle west indicate a
ton too well to doubt it for a moment,
Apples have
change for the worse.
and. last of all, what was life without
blighted aud dropped badly, and growKate? One glance he cast to the bright
a
half
ers are now talking
crop. The
sky, flushed with the first rays of the
situation in western New York is now
rising sun, and then he stood on guard.
reported in like condition, while even in
Tl'.e young man's eyes were burning
Massachusetts where the promise has
beeu reported so bountiful, good authorwith the intoxication of the fljrht and
ities are scaling down their estimates.
his soul filled with great resolve, but
The Farmer claims it is yet too early
hie sword play was as cool and as
to measure the fruit crop. These cau-'
rapid as it had been in the Salle des
tionary signals are thrown out that
Armes at Taris, where few could be
growers may not deceive themselves by
found to master him. The little group
reports unreliable because too early.
of British paused a moment In admiraNo doubt there will be apples in goodly
tion of his courage.
bounty, as there always are from a full
bloom, but the measure of the crop
"One at a time, gentlemen!" he cried,
should not be overestimated till the
smiling, and warding off a vicious
fruit is in sight.—Maine Farmer.
bayonet thrust. "Ie there none here
who will cross swords with me for the
trust attempts to justify its conduct is
Its
as false as its work is infamous.
claim that the supply of cattle is less
per capita than formerly is easily refuted by the statistics. The government figures show that there is approximately one bead of cattle to every man,
woman andohild in the United States.
Fifty years ago there were about two to
every three persons. Ten millions of
cattle and calves are slaughtered annually in the United States. Of this the
That
beef trust slaughters one half.
means that one head of cattle is killed
for every family of seven In this country.
The avenge steer weighs about 1,000
pounds, and yields 550 to 600 pounds of
That means seventydressed meat.
eight to eighty-six pounds of meat for
each man, woman and child in the
Uuion. These figures prove conclusively that the laws of supply and demand
do not warrant the present high price of
beef. The case is clear. The beef combiue is a trust; it is a cornerer, it is a
forestaller of the market. It is an unprincipled monoply. The beef trust
must go. The American farmers, backed by all meat consumers, demand it.
They demand judgment on their indictment, with heavy damages against the

admiration the skill with which the
maneuver whs effected and the beau-

glasa—be-

green or in some cases blanched.
have
In no case did the colored glass
after
a beneficial effect, most planta
a

umpU.
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DOINGS OF THE WEEK

IN AU

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Pari· Hill.

Baptl»t Church. Preaching every Sunday
T. P. S.
M 11 a. m. Sunday School u δ κ.
C. Ε. Sunday afternoon at 3. Sabbath Evening
Service at ? w t*. M. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last
Ifrt'lay before Uhj let Sunday ot the month at
î:301. M. All not otherwise connected are cordially invite·!.
Universalis Church, Be v. J. H. Little, Pastor.
Preaching servtce every Sunday at 11 a. M.
m.
Sunday School at

FJr·»

Miss loue Harlow of Dixfield was the
AbTkKTMKMKMT*
All legal advertisement»
are giveu three cwiisevtlve Insertion· fur tl.50
guest of relatives here last week.
periucb Id length of column Special contract·
The
annual mid-summer fair, umler
made with local, transient and yearly advertl·
the auspices of the Baptist circle, will be
era.
held in Cuinuiiugs Hall on Wednesday
Jon PkLnti.nu —New type, fast presses, steam
All
power, experience*! Workmen ami low price· afternoon and evening, Aug. 17.
combine to make this department of our bual
who have so generously aided us in the
neM complete and popular.
past, are kiudly invited to help us this
year, so that our coming fair may be a
success.
Coming Event».
Prof. Edwin A. Daniels and family of
Aug 9.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Water New York city are occupying their sumford.
mer home here.
Aug. in.—Centennial of lncorjH) ration of town |
Kecent arrivals at the Hubbard House
of Andover.
Mrs. Ε. E. Kenyon and daughter,
are
Aug. 14 30.—Old Home Week.
Aug. 17.—Reunion of 23d Maine Regiment, Bos- Plaintield, N. J.; Mrs. George Pottle and
ton.
Miss Pottle, Lewiston; Lyman Spitzer,
Aug. 17.— Reunion of 3Jd Maine Regiment, BosNew York; P. C. Manning, Portland;
ton.
Sept. 13. 14, 15.—Oxford County Fair, South F. Barrett, M. D., West brook ; Mrs.
Parte.
Harry L. Plummer and Miss Plummer,
Sept. », 21, 22.—Androscoggin Valley Fair, Can
Lewiston.
ton.
Miss
Fair at Riverside Park, Bethel.
Oct. 4. 5,
Hubbard and
Miss Jeannie
Marion Hallett of Boston arrived at
Mrs. Ε. II. Jackson's last week for the
For President:
—

summer

vacation.

Miss Ruth Potter of Pittsburg, Penn.,
joined her family at Klmhurst Tuesday.
Miss Marion Parris and Edward L.
Parris, Jr., arrived last Monday and
opeued the summer home her»?. The
other members of the family will come a
little later.
The Unity Club have placed in front of
the post office a receptacle for waste
will make
paper, hoping that the public
use of it rather than throw newspaper
wrappers, envelopes, etc., about the
Clean streets are a good adstreets.
vertisement for any village and the habit
of
pieces of paper is due

Theodore Roosevelt,
Of New York.
For Vice-President:

Charles W. Fairbanks,
Of Indiana.
For Governor:
WILLIAM T. COBB.
Of Rockland.

Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Pbllbrook have returned from their visit to Portland,
where thej spent several days with their
daughter, Mrs. Dr. Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. B.· S. Welch of Portland
left Bethel for Norway last Tuesday.
Harold and Francis Chandler have returned to their home in Norway, having
been in Bethel visiting their grand-

parents.

Haying

progressed rapidly with

has

A number of
their hay all in and

the favorable weather.
the farmers have

got

an abundant crop.
Mr. George Farnsworth, who is taking
medical course at Harvard, is at borne
for a vacation.
l'rof. Chapman and family are enjoying a vacation at their summer home.
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. met at the
home of Mrs. L. T. Barker and held an
interesting meeting. The programme
The
and citizenship.
was patriotic
president read the Declaration of Independence. Two poems were read and
quotations given. The parlor was prettily decorated rçith Mags. One new
member was enrolled.
Thursday evening Odeon Ilall was
tilled to witness the Mock Trial, Plum-

report
a

Considerable
curiosity had been aroused by the talent
mer vs.

Albany.
West Parte.
Newton C. Moore purchased a nice
of
farm
at
fruit
the
lively
HolMr. sow of C. A. Qrover—a full blood
P. L. Wyman on Curtis Hill.
BO years old July 21. He la a brother of Wyman has been very successful in iteln—the 2lot.
Amos L. Bean is helping A. S. Cole
Merritt Farrar, who is still older.
fruit culture, and now expect· to have
and wages high.
Wyer Greene of Portland is a guest of ten thousand quarts of raspberries this haying. Help laofscarce
Greenwood is helping
Osgood Swan
Mrs. Mary Hall. Mr. Greene is the hus- season which is the largest crop h& ever
band of Clara Marcelle (Farrar) Greene, raised. The larger part of the fruit goes Seo. Cum mi Des and Wallace fi. Cumthe authoress.
to^market in Portland, bnt be also sends mings through haying.
Tour correspondent had a plate of
Mrs. Ames is visiting friends in Au- berries to Paris Hill, South Paris, Meof Baldwins and
burn.
chanic Falls, Bryant Pond and Berlin, nice and sound apples
Mrs. Benj. Gerrish and son, Harlow, Ν. H. They are for sale here at the Black variety upon his table to-day, July
W. E. Cumare visiting friends in Haverhill.
etore of S. T. White. Mr. Wyman has 22, presented by postmaster
on the late Dea.
a had
Portland
Thejs^grew
went
to
mings.
&0G
strawberBenj. Spaulding
only about
quarts of
and have been kept in the
few days since.
ries this vear, but says tbe indications Lovejoy place
Mrs. Ellis Marston and son, after a are good for a large apple crop. He cellar in an open box. They are surely
and a treat worth having.
of
tarry of two weeks, returned to their makes a

Highty Tighty.

It
to finish.
There was no hitch or wait, and the
audience gave closest attention during
the whole trial. Hev. C. N. Gleason for
plaintiff, and Mr. E. C. Bowler for
defendant, and Hon. Eben Kilborn for

engaged in this entertainment.
immensely amusing from start

was

judge, Principal Ilanecom as clerk, and
the prominent citizeus that composed
the jury were decidedly amusing. The
plaintiff and defendant and witnesses

and court officers were well chosen and
the public verdict is—a success in every
way.
Owing to the small audience the
Clements Stock Co. decided not to give
their variety show Friday evening as advertised.
The Universalist ladies are to hold
their aunual fair Aug. 4.
Greenwood.

G. Farrar of Kantas is vialtlng
his native heath and relatives. He was

Byron

home in Auburn Wednesday.
J. H. Carey and son Winchester of
Salem, Mass., and Dr. Heald and family
are up country camping out.
Hon. John D. Long is at his summer
home.
Chas. Bradbury of Boston is visiting
his old home.
Several young people are camping out
at North Pond.
Dr. Henry Ulrich and wife of Philadelphia are in Maine, the doctor at the
lakes, while Mrs. Ulrich is with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Lunt.
Mrs. Albert Austin of Deering is the
guest of her brothers, H. A. and C. M.
Irish.
Mrs. Minerva Allen of South Boston is
the gueet of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Asa Atwood.
G. T. and wife have been spending a
few days with kindred in Auburn. Going into the Sun office Monday morning
1 obtained a copy of the morning's issue.
In it was a report of parties arrested
who eloped from a town in New Hampshire in May last, and they were to come
before the court
Monday morning.
Wending my way to the court room,
after waiting for a while court opened,
and a sad and interesting picture was
presented. Four Sunday drunks came
first on the docket. All pleaded guilty,
fined live dollars and costs. Then came
the elopers, both pleaded guilty on two
counts, were placed under -9800 bonds
each, and were committed to await the
September term. Thus a good looking
woman of 28 years left a good home,
with an employe of her husband who
stole $125 from his wie, leaving her and
I should judge
a child 7 years old.
fifteen minutes would cover the time the
court was in session.

Haying is finished here, except the
dropping
meadow, and now the boss is away at
simply to theughtlessness.
Next Sunday, Kev. C. R. Tenney of work to pay for the help of last week.
For Congress:
Auburn will preach at the Universalist The crop is about the same as last year,
CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELO,
church, in exchange with Kev. Mr. Lit- but grew more in the sunshine and conOf Rockland.
tle.
sequently is of better quality.
Standing outside, conversing with a
Last week the lightning killed a young
On account of the rain the tea at the
was postponed.
had re- friend as the prisoners passed on their
Austin
which
he
for
links
bull
Saturday
Hayes,
golf
For Senator:
to jail, a man came along and said
Tea will be served as usual next Satur- cently bought and prized him so highly way
JONATHAN BARTLKTT, of Stoneham.
to my friend. "Why do you let that
day from 4 to 0 by Mrs. Atwood and that a $100 offer for the animal would woman
The reply came,
go to jail?"
All are invited. The have been no object.
Mrs. Brooks.
For Judge of Probate:
would send every mau and woman to
will arrange a contest.
Fred Cole, together with his wife and "1
committee
«jreeus
Bethel.
of
E.
HERRICK.
ADDISON
and keep them there that do as tbey
Dr. ami Mrs. Collins and little daugh- two little boys, made-a pleasant visit at jail,
done." A voice behind us replied,
For Register of Probate:
ter of New York are guests at "Old the Bennett place recently.
They in- have
is right.
Although she is my
formed us that they had moved into their •'That
of Paris. Brick."
ALBERT D. PARK.
it is right." Conversing with the
Dr. A. C. Hamlin of Bangor is a guest new house and found it much more con- wife,
and
Fur County Treasurer:
Mrs. man we learned many particulars,
venient than living up stairs.
at White Mouutain Yiew Farm.
that she had asked
of Paris.
GEORGE XI ATWOOD,
Carroll I. Hooper of Boston is spend- Sylvester Cole is in Bath, stopping with when he mentioned
hi m to give her money, and to go on her
her daughter, Mrs. Frank Maxtield.
ing a vacation here.
For County Attorney:
said to her, "Mae, if you had
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Whitman's enter- bond, he
Dr. Little, who has been a guest at
of Norway.
CHARLES P. BARNES,
behaved you could have all the money
Mrs. Marble's, returned Saturday to tainment came off last Saturday evening,
he broke down. A hard
For County Commissioner:
Indianapolis. Mrs. Little and little according to programme, and was re- you want,"
case, and the verdict was just, but how
Octountil
in
Maine
About
attended
will
visit
a
success.
50
ported
of Fryeburg. daughter
DEAN A. BALLARD,
are doing worse and are being
the festival, the most of them bringing many
ber 1st.
For Sheriff:
Perham
Miss Georgia
joined the presents of more or less value. The liouized by "society"?
If the trouble caused by such infidelofRumford. family at their summer home here last treat consisted of ice cream, cake, oranges
HARRIS L. ELLIOTT,
fall entirely upon the actors it
and peanuts. Charles A. Dunham and ity could
week.
the
For

Representative·

to

the

News reaches here that Capt. Henry
W. Lyon, now stationed at Portsmouth
Navy Yard, has been ordered to Honolulu
in November. Captain and Mrs. Lyon
will occupy their home here several
weeks before leaving for Honolulu.
Hon. George Pottle of Lewiston was
with his family at the Hubbard nouse

Legislature.

Ruin fori,
J. H. MARTIN,

ofRumford

Parts, Buckdeld and Milton Plantation,
of Parts
WALTKK L.GRAY,
Norway, oxford and Hebron,
EDWARD K. WITT,

of

Norway

Sunday.
Remember tiie annual sale in

over

Dlxlield, Canton, Hartford, Sumner, Peru am
Mexico,
ttf Dix lie Id
GEORGE I.. MERRILL,
Woodstoofc Greenwood, Albany, Stoneham
Stow, Sweden, Waterford and Denmark
of Woodstock
uEoRGK L. CI SHMAN,

1

NEW ADVERTISKMKNTS.
\ Iteration Salt·.
Mark Down Salt·.
Do You Value Money
Millinery Sale.

Evangeline.

3 Tumbler* 5 Cents.
Pmliate Notices.
<i Notices of Appointment.
You Think It Over.
Bankruptcy Notice.
Parker's Hair BaUum.
Making Friends Every Day.
Pigs for Sale.
K«>r Sale.

Mi:"» Matilda
Mies

Our Democratic friends in the state
having got a state roads plank in thei
platform, are disposed to work it sorni
At the same tim<
in the campaign.
they do not fail to dwell on the "enor
mous increase" in state expenditures ii 1
the past few years. As long as there ii
little likelihood of their being calle<
upon to adjust their several positions ii 1
practical administration, let them enjo;
themselves, but they should remembei
that good roads cost money, and tha
spending more money means increase·
expenditures. We can't have <;<mh1 thing!
without paying for them—at least, tin
state can't.

I

Whom will the American people prefer, tin
In ermine or the man to khaki, the sober
ududed judge or the rip «Dotting Rough Rider
mill

M tee Ruth Potter

Brown,

a new

Miss Julia Carter

resident.

Mise Annabel Potter
friend to Ml«s Jenkvns,
Ml*· Marlon Hallett
M rs. forrester, born a Tyrrell,
Miss Mary Pierce
Miss Ketty Barker, a retired milliner.
Miss Adelaide Case
1 he Hon. Mrs. Jamieeon. a leader of society.
Miss Mary Case
Martha, maid to Miss Jenkyne.
Miss Helen M. Thojue
IfKûJi maid to Mis# Barker.
Miss Dorothea Carter
Mrs. I urkls, a country woman,
Miss Ruth Stearns
St.-au. a country jçlrl, Miss Frances Itrlnckle
Miss

What's the matter with the Demo
crat's arithmetic, anyway? A few day
ago a friend stated that he was sixty
eight years old that day, having beei
And here is lieury (»
horn in 1837.
Davis of West
Virginia, Democrat!
candidate for vice-president. He wa
born Nov. 16, 1823, yet some of tin >
papers s^v he is M and the rest say he i
*2.
This is a fast age, to be sure, bu
lias its speed affected even the process υ
subtraction'.'

Jcnkyns, the Hector's danghter,

Mary Smith, Miss Jenkyns' visitor.

Miss Jessie

here and There.

connec-

Universalist church at
Academy Hall Thursday afternoon and
evening of this week. The sale will begin at 1 o'clock and continue during the
A special atafternoon aud evening.
traction of the evening will be an amatuer art exhibit to which all are cordially invited free of charge. Friday evening the play entitled "The Ladies of
Cranford" will be given, followed by a
promenade w ith three pieces of Stearns1
Orchestra. Admission to the hall 2"i
eta., children under 12 years, 10 cts.
Doors open at 7:1·"».
Dancing free.
Curtain at 8. The cast of the play is at
follows:
tion with the

l'oie,

a

,,

Bryant's

Pascal P. G il more

in town

Thursday.

Morrill N. Drew of

town

recently.

East Hebron.

Egg Rock, near Naliant,
lighthouse
Mass.. for six years, and during that
time the daughter was born, 19 years
ago last May. lie has been an invalid

for several years, during which time he
has been under the care of half a dozen
doctors, but received little or no help
A few weeks agn
from any of them.
Dr. Whitman of Bucktield called to see
him. and already his patieut says he can
discover an improvement in his health.
The other day Kay Morgan, while
making a plaything of an ax, cut off the
end of his thumb, including the whole oi
the nail.
Strawberries are gone,
raspberries
now
soon will be. and
blueberries urt
here. Say, did you ever stop to think
how Nature causes the different kinds oi
fruit to ripen in rotatiou for our benetit,
instead of all at a time? Here is wisdom
and goodness combined.
Near by is lying a copy of the Oxford
Democrat, bearing the date of April 2S,
IS85; Geo. II. Watkins editor and pro
prietor. Iu glancing over the columns
we notice an obituary of Zeri
Berry, bj
Index. (Dr. Lapham) an interesting loca!
and
a poem
Hartford,
(Win. Biekuell)
by
entitled Answered Prayer, by Nathan S
Baker. And where are those four met
to-day? Gone to "that undiscovered
country, from whose bourne no travelei

I

Business is lively.
Haying Is now the chief occupation of
man.
Guy Farrar has done Dea. Fuller's upland, and is cutting his lowland.
Last week he cut L. R. Hodsdon's grass.
Henry Whitman works with him.
L. K. Hodsdon finished his haying
last week.
John Freeman is at work for E. Allen.
He cuts the grass on farms, one in Buckfield and one in Turner.
Charles Verrill is at work for Baket

Phillips.

Mrs. Jennie S. Hodsdon is at home for
short vacation.
Miss Alice Davis and Miss Nellie Millett returned to Lynn last Saturday.
Last Sunday
Ex-Governor
Long'e
horse got frightened and leaped over a
wire fence. The ex-governor walked
home leading his horse, but the carriage
was minus.
liev. Mr. Kelley is expected to return
home this week.
Miss Clara Merrill is visiting her sisHei
ter, Mrs. D. Jack, of Sumner.
health is improving of late a very little.
Mrs. Ina Dow's little girl, only a yeai
old, fell while climbing a step from the
house into the other apartment, injuring
her jaw so medical aid is thought need
ful.
!
A young hound with a nameless straf
returns."
Mary E. Brooks has just come in, anc around its neck has been in the plact
judging from the buzzing in the adjoin trying to get a home with some one. He
ing room we infer the three girls ari came dry aud hungry, but is very livelj

finding something

to

talk about

as

a

after being fed.

uiM

Bucksport

Portland

case.

on

Pond.
of

would not be so bad, but such is not
Does it pay?

his sister, Ada. of West Bethel, came
down for the purpose of being present on
the occasion.
Charles Dunham had the care of the

usual.

wat

was

in

Mr. Brainardof Humford Falls stopped
here a few days last week while working
in the interest of the Rumford Fall*
Times.
Ben Billings and Archie Kelt went tc
Little Concord Pond last week for u
couple of days.
Mell Hathaway and Archie Felt are
painting the Grange Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Whitman and
family of Haverhill, Mass., are at Pine
Point cottage fur a month's stay.
Ex-Governor Sidney Perham has been
the guest of bis brother, Kilbon Perham,
for a few days, aud made calls on some
of his many friends in town.
Mrs. Jennie Lurvey is cook at the

hotel.

—Argue.
There was a United States recruiting
Whom will the American people pre
officer in town this week. Fred Hill
fer, the man who has demonstrated hi: went to Kumford Falls with him WedI
ability and titness for administering th<
and is to go to Gorham later foi
affairs of the nation, or the man who ha: nesdayexamination for a soldier boy.
been on the bench, and whose titness foi
Lewis I>ay is at home from Medford,
an
executive position is entirely un
Mass., visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
tested?
Alex Day.
John Titus has a new meat cart built
We had the coal strike, and when ii by Wado A Dunton.
was settled we paid a dollar more foi
John Hathaway, carrier on K. F. D.
coal. Now we have the beef strike, am I No. 2, has been on the sick list for a fewwhen it is settled we shall probably paj days, and substitute Herbert Bacon has
three cents more for beef.
been going over the route.
Miss Ella Sanborn of Lewiston is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Cora Perham.
Seven different parties have noiuiuatet
Rev. J. A. Pott-erton will preach at
candidates for president and vice-presi the Uuiversalist church for four Sundent, as follows:
days, commencing July 24th.
Republican—Roosevelt and Fairbanks.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Bowker of MaiDemocratfc— Parker and Davie.
den, Mass., are visiting their parents,
Prohibitionist—Swallow anil Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. James Bowker.
Populist—Watson anil Tibbies.
■Socialist—Debs ami H an ford.
ί Elmer Bowker and Essie Bowker went
Socialist Labor—Corrlgan ami Cox.
to Lewiston Friday to attend the circus.
Negro Liberty—Scott and Payne.
Herbert Libby has sold the grass on
the York place.
That the fools and cranks are not all
Jerry Farrar is very sick with appendead yet is demonstrated in the case oi dicitis. Dr. Wheeler of West Paris and
Mary Mcl'ann, the 17-year-old girl who Dr. Bradbury of Norway held a consaved the lives of a number of people at sultation Thursday, and
thought there
the Oen. Slocutu disaster. Since the was a
slight cbauge for the better from
affair she has received over a thousand the
day before.
written proposals of marriage. Being
Mrs. Carrie Mann of Athol, Mass., is
she
hati
of
some
common
sense,
possessed
visitiug her people.
refused to receive anv more mail until
down
some.
met)
have
cal
things

Locke's Mills.
Mrs. S. A. Wells of Craftsbury, Vt., is
The Republican campaign in this state visiting at W. U. Farnham's.
will open on the 22d of August, and will
L. C. Trask spent Saturday, the 16th,
be kept lively during the three weeks in Gorham, N. 1L, visiting his brotherbetween that time and election.
in-law, O. F. Hobbs.

Harry Farnham is at home from MassThe dowager empress of China, sup- achusetts during haying.
Alder Kiver Grange met with Kdson
posed to be the embodiment of the conservatism of that peculiar stand-still Bartlett Saturday evening, the 23d.
Mrs. W. H. Farnham went to Auburn
empire, has had the bandages removed
from her feet. No better evidence could Saturday, the 23d, aud spent Sunday
be had of the fact that the world do with her sister at No. 12 South Goff
Street.
move.
North Buckfleld.
Mrs. Martha Record has returned from
Salem, Mass., where she has been for
the past six months, and a Miss GalTrey
and Master Roger Clapp returned with
her.
Miss Delia Lane Λ West Paris is a
guest at Fred Heald's this week.
was at
Mabry Mayhew from
home to see his mother the 17th.
About twenty of the ladies of Mountain
Grange Sewing Circle met at B. F.
Heald's the 20th.
Mountain Grange initiated some over
The piggery at the Augusta insane twenty new members the 16th, and live
were presented.
hospital was destroyed by fire Friday or six new applications
Mrs. Cora Bartlett of Haverhill, Mass.,
evening, together with 104 pigs and hogs.
The cause of the fire is unknown. Loss is visiting àer sister, Mrs. Washie Heald.
Quite a number of our fanners are
on building and live stock, 17,500, par·
Thomas W.

Lawson, always an interesting figure, is proving anew his
In
write
very plain English.
ability to
hie story of Amalgamated Copper which
he is writing for Everybody's Magazine,
under the title of "Frenzied Finance,"
he makes this characterization of H. H.
Rogers, a noted person in financial
circle·, and practically the executive
head of the Standard Oil Company : "A
relentless, ravenous creature, pitiless as
a shark, knowing no law of God or man
in the execution of his purpose."

Mexico.

οι υ w iiiiciu.

Elias Morton of Webster, Mass., is vis
iting at Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney'e home.
The Congregational Circle met with
Mrs. Frank l'oore last Wednesday.
Kuth and Dorothy Kerr, who are stayiug at Mrs. A. F. Johnson's, gave a birthday party last Thursday.
The pulpit of the Congregational
church was filled by a clergyman from

Walter L. Welch, who moved frou
here four years ago, and has lived ii
Southern California aud Missouri since
l as returned, intending to remain here
A boy, 10 months old, son of Marl
Jarv, died Wednesday morning after ar
illness of only three or four
days
Cholera infantum the cause of the death
Wednesday morning, William Pratt's Limerick, the 17th.
Arthur Walker gave a lawn social at
youngest daughter drank about a liai;
bottle of Spiller's cough balsam, was his home last Tuesday evening.
seized with convulsions, and only bj
Georgia Gatchell, with a party ol
hurried call for a doctor and quick re friends, is spending a week at Lake
Ossipee, Χ. II.
sponse, was the child's life saved.
Dr. II. J. liinford, whose health is con
Oxford.
siderablv impaired, left Thursday morn
Mrs.
Lizzie
wife of Lincoln
at
a
few
weeks
the
for
seashore.
Chaplin,
ing
Mrs. II. W. Park and Henry W. Park Chaplin, died at Welchville, July 14,
Jr., have been unable to work since Wed aged 89 years, lier funeral was held at
nesday—both quite ill, but hoped to b« her late residence, Rev. Mr. Callahan
officiating.
improving this Friday morning.
Mr. Heloise E. Hersey cabled from
Many of our people attended the Sab
bath School picnic at Canton Wednesday Queenstown of her safe arrival there,
L. L. Hubbard is building a house foi Saturday, July ltith.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Starbird and little
his own use on "Mexico Heights"—
Uncle Mose Kimball's pasture, until wt daughter, Marian and Marguerite, are
began to "stand pat." Some other per- going to Foxcroft to visit relatives.
Married at Welchville, July 18, by
son is building a large double tenement
house there also. It is reported that in Rev. Mr. Newport, at the residence of
the immediate future several houses are Mr. G. D. Staples, Mr. Fred H. Staples
and Miss Grace I). Porter of Lewiston.
to be built on the "Heights."
The Y. I'. S. C. E. elected the followMrs. George Kogerson started Thursday for an extended visit to her formci ing officers:
Pre<Ment—Kev Mr. Newport.
home on Prince Edward Island.
Vice-President— Mrs. James Cook.
Harold Harlow's new house is nearly
Treasurer— Mrs. Ueo Hazon.
ready for occupancy, and the new school Secretary—Mrs. C. H. Hanscom.
house is being rushed. It is a tine,
Prayer 'Meeting Committee—Mrs. K. Ulch-

showy

raoml.

structure.

Missionary Committee—Mr·. Ν. T. Fisher.
Solon Virgin and his brother-in-law,
Lookout Committee—Mr·. X. G. Frost, Mrs.
Elden, Mr. Adams, M lee Stone.
Capt. Flanders, were among recent call- ■John
Flower Committee—Miss Corning, Mies Frost.
scribe.
Both
on
married
ers
daugh- Tempcranee Committee—Vies Frost, Miss
your
ters of Emery Abbott, who in his life Brackett.
was well known in this vicinity.
It hae
Sarah Booker is with her aunt, Mrs.
been thirteen years since Mr. Virgin Morris Clark.
visited here, and three years since the
captain was last here. Solon Virgin's
(lllead.
father, Ebenezer, for many years owned
The present week has been all the
the farm on which the west end of the
new

Swift River bridge lands, and in the farmers could ask, such beautiful hay
weather.
I have been asked to have you please

house where Stanley Bisbee now lives
all of Kbeuezer's children were born.
Another receut caller was Walter Abbott, formerly of East Itumford.
In replying to Candidate Davis1 statements that our state's increase in valuation is obtained by making large ligures
uow instead of small ones as formerly,
and that the increase is not in fact
real, some of tho newspapers cite Rumford Falls, Millinocket, Madison, and
other towns—evidently never
having
heard of Mexico, a small town close by
Rumford. We feel that our increase is
In 1890, not far
worth mentioning.
from $88,000; in 1004, $429,000—and not
a fictitious valuation, but we can show
the property on which it is placed. We
think an increase of more than $340,000
ought to give us recognition. Another
fact worth mentioning is that the increase is still on, and next April's valuation will show much larger figures.
Candidate Parker's "heroism" many
think savors of cowardice, and that
Bryan was the hero in reality.

correction in "Gilead One Hundred Years Old," of a small item.
"There was present among the visitors
a boy of 14, Paul Burbank of Berlin, N.
IL, who is a descendant in the fifth
generation from Barker Burbank" which
should have been the late Elipbalet
Burbank, Jr.
a
new
W. S. Larrabee organized
grange in the town hall in Gilead on
Friday, June 17, with 38 charter members. Edward G. Larrabee of Auburn
assistant and secrewas appointed
tary pro tem. Officers were elected as
follows:
Master—Marshall R. Hastings.
Overseer—A. T. Heath.
Lecturer—Jennie CoQln.
8.—Charles Whitman.
A. 3.—Fred Wight.
make

a

Chaplain—Mr·.

B. 8. Burbank.

Secretary—Karl

Jordan.

Treasurer—Mr·. A.T. Heath.

Gate Keeper—C- Newell.
Cere·—Cella Wlebt.
Pomona—Anna Teabody.
F. L.—Alice Watson.
L. A. 8.—Ada Weacomb.

Business is

raspberries
specialty
Mrs. D. A. Cummings is enjoying a
almost exclusively tbe Cutbbert
from Boston, a
visit from her
variety. These are a large handsome son of Wilson aephew an Albany boy.
Lawrence,
berry of excellent flavor which merit tbe
Everybody is wishing for rain, and uo
ready market he obtains for them.
cattle would say bo loudThe W. C. T. U. will hold a nnion doubt the poor
as the most of the
service next Sunday evening at- the ly if they could,
Brooks that were
Methodist chapel. Everyone cordially pastures are dry.
known to dry up before Are as dry
invited. Tbe union has recently added never
as the road bed, and many wells fail to
four to its membership. They also have
furnish refreshment.
some
new
yearly projust completed
Mrs. A. L. Brown presides over a new
The
which
will
be
very helpful.
grams
machine of the latest patnext regular meeting will be held with Singer sewing
Mrs. Ο. K. Yates. Subject for special tern.
Mrs. Geo. Cummings is gaining slowly.
consideration, "Hygiene and Heredity."
uses

Early Friday morning thtf blacksmith

shop of Will H. Emery

was

totally de-

stroyed by Are. About 4 o'clock in the
morning Mr. Emery was awakened by a
crackling sound, and springing up found
that tbe flames were alreadv bursting
through the lower part of the building
which was so filled with smoke and flre

\

are

was a
building very
home of Mr. Emery on Greenwood Street
a
severe
loss to him, as in
and will be
the basement was a nice cow, a pig, and
quite a flock of hens. There was no inThere is no
surance on the building.
known cause for the flre, which appeared to have started in the basement,
except it is supposed a tramp may have
slept on theliayand accidentally set it
It is fortunate that his house
on flre.
was not destroyed also, tor there is no
organized method for fighting lire in our
town.
Again we feel like protesting
against the apathy of our citizens in this
regard. It would be a crying shame for
our pretty little village to be sacrificed
to the flre fiend for lack of at least a
hook and ladder company in time of
need. These instances of accidental
fire should serve as notes of warning, that
we be not ready to purchase a lock for
the stable after the horse is stolen.
Miss Florence Ide and her brother,
Master Russell, of Washington, D. C.,
are making a two or three weeks' visit
with their aunt, Mrs. David Emmons.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham returned
last Wednesday. On Saturday their son,
George L. Dunham, accompanied by
wife, two daughters, and Mrs. Dunham's
mother, Mrs. Ν. I. Hawley, of Brattleboro, Vt., arrived for a stay of a week.
Stella Churchill is working for Mrs. Dunham a part of the time this summer.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Soule of
Lewiston have been visiting Mrs. Soule'e
Mr. and Mrs.
sister, Mrs. A. J. Ricker.
at
Chester
Soule are now working
Pickett's for a couple of weeks during
the haying season.
Mrs. Julia B. Kimball spent last week
here. During her stay Prof. Thomas
Whittemore of Tufts College was her
guest at the Kimball cottage.
Mrs. Charles Tucker of Colebrook,
S. H., is visiting her daughter, Mrs. S.
T. White.
Miss Flora Murch of South Paris spent
several days of last week with Mrs. S.

son.

Blueberries are plenty, selling at six
cents per quart.
Mrs. John Sands and granddaughters,
who have been visiting friends in New
York, have returned home.

East Bethel.

Haying is progressing fast. Many tons
have been harvested this week with not
a drop of rain.
Mrs. J. W. Bean is entertaining her
sister, Mrs. Simpson, ami daughter, from
Massachusetts.

Mrs. George Blake and two children,
from Massachusetts, are spending the
summer at their summer home here.
Mr. Eugene Bean has returned from
his work at St. Croix, called home by
the illness of bis little son.
Miss Rose Kimball visited Portland
and Saco the 17th.

Maine News Notes.
John Willey of Cusliing
mitted suicide by taking
hotel in Waldoboro.

recently commorphine at a

Our New

ed Prices.
At this

$3.00.

The body of

10. k G. I

was

found

in

Moose

Pond, four nrlos from Bridgton, Friday.
Mr. Bartlett went in bathing the day be-

fore.

$17, 16 00, 15, Suits,
44
$14.1300,13,

Good strong tumblers at priccs which
will save you 50c. on every dollar.

$10,
$ 8,

Tumblers 3 Cents.

the best trade*

always

your choice,

$12.00

as

CHASE'S VARIETY STORE,!
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court. hel<l at Parle, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
July, In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and four. The following matter
having l»ccn presented for the nation thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all person» Interested, by causing a copy of this order to lie
Oxpublished three weeks successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
Paris, lu said County, that they may appear at u
Probate Court to be held at Kumford Falls on
9
the thlnl Tuesday of August, A. D. 1904, at
of the clock In the forenoon, and lie heart thereon If they see cause.
A 7. ΚΙ. \V. FAUNCE, late of Nojway, de.
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Abbie F. Faunce, the executrix
therein named.
PATTY WKNTWORTH, late of Brownfleld,
deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
and the appointment of Arthur Merrill or some
the

other suitable person as a>lmlnlstrator with
will annexed presented by Mary I*. Wentworth,
sister.

mlnlstrator.

SAMUEL C. PAINE, late of Oxford, .le·
ceased; )>etlHon for license to sell and convey
real estate presented by Roscoc F. staples, ad·
mlnletrator.

BUSH BY, of Porter, ward;

petition for llcensc to sell and convoy real
David Foster of Fairfield, who _was ill presented
by Ethel S. Bushby, guardian
shot I
and

_

A YOU

THINK

IT OVER

44

44

44

44

44

7.50
6.00
4 00

44

"

Dress

Boy»'

Grades

and a.75

and

PANTS.

$2.50

now

and 2.25

1.60

It

«4

j.75

3-ij
2.50 and 2.25

44

44

WORKING

$300
$2.00
$1.50

$.j.oo

Stylish,

All Worsted,

and 4.50,

$4.00
$3.00

1.19

Boys'

Youths' and

A

splendid

line of

Bargain

Odd Pant· at

Prices

Ties, Shirts, Hosiery, Outing

new

Trousers just in.

Suits anil

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY,

SOUTH

Ladies' Furnishing House!
Watch For Our
Advertisement
Next Week !

estate

with consumption
despondent,
ALONZO BROWN, late of Paris, deceased;
liinmelf on the 15th. He was 53 years I tin λ I account presented for allowance by Hiram
old, and leaves a widow and three chil- [ It. Hubbard, executor.
dren.
SARAH I). HAWKINS, late of Norway, de
ceased; petition that the fund left by the will ol
It is said that the building of the said Sarah D. Hawkins for the benefit of I'lke'»
T. White.
be turned over to your petitioner!
Misses Jennie and Lura
Bradburj electric road from Auburn to Turner, IIIIl CemeteryEugene
F. Smith and Fred II. Cum
by
have gone to Locke's Mills to remain agitated for many years, is now assured, presented
executors.
mlngs,
cars will be running by Thanks
that
and
at
Lake
View
the
season
berry
through
CAROLINE B. WHITEHEAD, late of Paris
Fruit Farm, owned by II. F. Maxim giving.
deceased ; llrst account presented for allowance
Mrs. Bradbury may go for a short time
Fannie C. Eddy, trustee for benefit of Altot
by
Twitchellthe
of
Fire in the buildings
E. Whitehead.
Mrs. Nelson Lapham has also gone there
wholesale grocers, at
Co.,
Champlin
APPEYANN M. MERRILL, late of Bucktleld
They will probably be gone from four tc Portland Thursday night, did damage o:
deceased ; llrst end Ileal account presented foi
six weeks.
something like $100,000, and burned I allowance by Albeit A. Merrill, administrator.
\f-„
I„nn;„ il-,.......
\f innoonrJi α
several hours before it was got undei
SARAH A. JoNES, late of Oxford, deceased
Minn., has been at L. B. Swan's for near control.
presented for allowance by Join
I second account
Wed
three
went
last
weeks, but
away
ly
If. Jones and Harry I. Dodge, administrator».
needay.
CURED OF CHRONIC DIARRHŒi
M UN ROE BOYNTON, late of Illram, de
Mrs. Angie R. Annis of Bethel, who
for allowance bj
AFTER TEX YEARS OF SUFFER cease I ; llrst account presented
has for some time been stopping witl
B. Pike, administrator.
John
I
ING.
her brother, Mr. Caleb Fuller, went ;
A DELINK E. BARRETT, late of Buckfleld
"I wish to say a few words in praisi deceased; llrst, llnal and private accounts ore
away a few days ago. Mrs. Agnes L,
Pratt of Bridgton has also been visiting of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera an< scnted for allowance by Benjamin Spauldlng
executor.
at Mr. Fuller's.
Diarrhœa Remedy," says Mrs. Matti< I
A. Jt'DSON TURNER, of Hebron, ward ; petl
At the regular meeting of On ware Burge, of Martinsville, Va. "I suffera
tlon for license to sell and convey real cstab
Kebekah Lodge Tuesday evening of last from chronic diarrhœa for ten years an<
I presented by W. L. tiray, guardian.
week, Mr. and Mrs. Will E. Pratt of thii during that time tried various medicinei
ADDISON K. DERRICK,
place and Willie V. Redding of Wesl without obtaining any permanent relief
Judge of said Court.
Sumner were taken into membership, Last summer one of my children wai
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
That makes ten who have taken thi 1 taken with cholera morbus, and I pro
A
Kebekah degree, in this lodge in the pas 1 cured a bottle of this remedy. Only tw<
two meetings.
After the lodge closed i > doses were required to give her entire re
short but amusing farce entitled "Whj lief. I then decided to try the roedicim
we joined the Rebekahs" was played ii
myself, and did not use all of one bottli
the lower hall after which Shurtletï'î ; before I was well and I have never sinci
ice cream was served.
been troubled with that complaint. On<
Miss Pearl Davis of Ashland, Mass., ii 1 cannot say too much in f-vorof tha
spending a vacation with her aunt, Mrs wonderful medicine." This remedy ii
Susan B. Claflin.
for sale by ShurtlefT <Sc Co., South Paris
A. K. Shurtleff is having a vacatiot Jones drug store, Oxford: Noyés drii|
from work in his store.
For you could not find a better
store, Norway.
Miss Sadie Davis is visiting her cousin
or more useful article than a
Bertha A. Emmons.
Within a few days two people in tin
town of Pownal have be«n fatally injur
Rumford Falls.
Charlei
ed by pitchfork accidents.
It is announced that an improved sup
Nelson, a sixteen year old boy, whilf
to
furnish
is
before
be
of
water
long
ply
from a mow to a hayrack struct
Falli jumping of the fork into his throat hi
ed the village. The Rumford
the tines
Co.
has
com
and
Water
practically
Light
that the jugular vein was severed, ant
pleted all its details for the inetallatioi he died a short time after. The sever
of the driven wells plan, as a source ol
ο
year old daughter of Bert Newcomb
supply for Rumford Falls. It is expect the Hame town, while at play in the hay
ed that work upon the introduction ol
field, stuck the tine of a pitchfork int(
the new system will be commenced earl)
her foot. Lockjaw followed almost im
in August, and this water is obtained
mediately and the child died in grea'
from wells driven on the intervales neai
agony.
the foothills above Rumford Falls. Il
driving these wells they go througli
some seventeen feet of marl, a substance CHAMBERLAIN'S COLIC, CHOLERA

ro.oo

44

Men's Trousers Opportunity.
$4.75

Ρ ΚΟΒΑΤΕ WOTICKM.
To all persons Interested In either of the Estate·

44

Youths' Long Trousers Suits, ami
Knee Suits are included in the sale.

crys-

South Paris, Me.

7 50,

44

$ 5»

The best 5 cent tumblers at 3 cents.
Extra large, assorted plain and fancy |

S

as

go first.

3 Tumblers, 5 Cents.

WILLIAM

stores, and now'* the

our

by calling early

South Paris.

I
Ilarry M. Bartlett of

of the year Broken Price»

Get the Cream of the Selection

A. MARIA MAXF1ELD, late of Waterford,
deceased; will and petition for prolote thereof
Miss Pearl Stevens of Augusta, aged presented by Agnes M. Haskell, the executrix
named.
23, shot herself fatally on Wednesday. I therein
BENJAMIN F. VIRGIN, Jr late of Mexico,
No cause except ill health and melandeceased; petition for the appointment of Addle
choly is assigned.
L. Virgin or some other suitable perron a* adAddle L. Virgin,
ministrator presented by
Richard H. Wood, 10 years old, of widow.
Bangor, was drowned in Ambejejis Lake
CHARLES II. STEVENS, late of Andover,
near Millinocket Wednesday by the updeceased ; petition for license to sell and convey
setting of a canoe.
real estate presented by .1. Lyman Ripley, ad

Roxbury, Mars.,

season

prevail throughout
time to buy.

IN ALL GRADES FROM
to

Spring Suits

Greatly Reduc*

at

Patent Colt, Tan Calf
and Kid.
$1.25

Honey?

Do You Value

IN

that nothing could be saved, although
There are quite a good many summer
an alarm was sounded by the mill whistle
in town.
patterns, fire polished till clear
and several were promptly on hand to boarders
The Universalist Ladies* Circle met tal.
render any possible assistance. The
forenoon with Mrs. Frank Johnnear the Tuesday
Dew

shop

BLUE 8TORB8.

showing a large
line of up-to-date
OXFORDS AND LOW SHOES
We

Brownfield.

Rev. Mr. Mills of Limerick occupied
the pulpit last Sunday in the Congregational church in exchange with Rev. Mr.
Cameron, the pastor of this church.
Mrs. Scranton and a number of friends
from Massachusetts are occupying her
cottage in this vicinity.

M. LUNT,
Market Square, South
{Telephone Connection
L.

S

I

I

F.

A.

6l

Nilt°KTi«KKF

A.

F.

CO.

UBITRTLEFF 4-

Paris.

<■«).

Supplies.

Toilet

headquarters

We aim to be

for all Fine Toilet Goods.

As you no doubt know, we make a specialty of the
best Perfumes, Soaps, Colognes, and Toilet Goods of the
leading manufactures.
Come to us for TOOTH BRUSHES, HAIR BRUSHES,
SPONGES, TALCUM POWDERS,
COMBS, SOAPS,
TOOTH POWDERS, FACE CREAMS, FACE POWDERS,

reaETC. You will find what you want, a id the prices will be
bottle.
Cream"
only 25c. per
sonable. Try our "Rose Almond
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

{} Maine.

2 Stores,

PARKER

F.

A.

A

bllt'KTLEKK

A.

F.

CO.

«IHRTLKKK A

CO.

LUCKY CURVE

as water tight as clay. Thee
they strike a bed of coarse gravel
from eight to eleven feet deep, and this
coarse gravel is full of water (lowing
from the hills, a sample of which has
just been analyzed by Prof. Franklin C.

almost

Robinson of Bowdoin College, an expert
who is at the head of such work in the
state of Maine, and a recognized author-

FOUNTAIN
PEN

We bave a complete line.
Price· from $1.60 to $10.00.
Let us remind you that right
now is the time to pick one out.
We guarantee them.

AND DIARRHŒA REMEDY.
This remedy is certain to be needed ir

almost every home before the summei
is over. It can always be depended upor
even in the most severe and dangerous
It is especially valuable for sum
cases.
It is pleasant
mer disorders in children.
to take and never fails to give prompt
relief. Why not buy it now? It maj
For sale by ShurtlefT & Co.,
save life.

of

Wilson's Mills.
The farm

buildings

of E. S.

Bennett

burned Saturday noon, July 10th.
The lire started in the barn, and in less
were

a

days

Norway Relief,

I. O. 0. F.
Rev. Mr. Palmer of the Congregational To shake Into
It rests the feet.
your shoes.
church is away on a short vacation.
Makes walking easy. Cores Corns, Bunions, InMr. C. 0. Wood was thrown from a growing Nails, Swollen and Sweating feet. At
and shoe stores, 25c. Don't accept
load of hay Tuesday. No bones were all druggists
any substitute. Sample FREE. Address Allen
broken but he was badly bruised.
8. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
Mr. Gilbert Warren, while working in
a bay field Tuesday, received a sunstroke
FOR SALE.
and died at 0 p. m.
Mr. Alzo Ingalls of Biddeford is visitOne mare, weight iooo lbs., broking with his brother, Mr. Augustine en to steam and electric cars and

Ingalls.

automobiles. Good driver or worker.
One top buggy in excellent condiMrs. W. A. Shepard and little daugh- tion, been used but little.
ter Marion and Mrs. F. F. Goodman and
One light single harness in good
Master F. F. Goodman, Jr., of New condition used less than two
years
York, are visitiug their sister, Mrs.
One set light double harness.
Ralph Whitney.
One sleigh in good condition.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hibbs of Boston
with their little daughter are at Mr.
Address, P. O. Box 50, Paris,
Hibbs'.
Me., or inquire at Democrat Office,
Ε. M. Glover and family have returnSouth Paris
Hebron.

/
/

_

I

....

...

NOTICE.

The subscriber

as

are

NOTICE.

gives notice that he haa
hereby
administrator of the estate

duly appointed

SARAH R. CURTI8, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
ENOCH WHITTEMORE.
July 19th, 1904.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

Low
from

priced

$1.50

to

cases

$3.25.

$.98,

from 25

to

40

A

bankrupt,

GEO. A. WILSON
Retire· la Bankruptcy.

Bags!!!

and Lowest Prices in the

genuine

leather

case

County.

Good grades of cloth
from

$2.75

to

|

ca>es

$9 00.

JAMES IM. FAVOR, ISSUS
OX Main St.*

Norway, Maino.

-

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

A

LOTS

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
2v. h.

A.ICD oorscam,

in

South Paris.

(

NORWAY, MAINE.

ANY

pounds.

NOTICE.

B, C, D ami Ε

Millinery Sale.

CHAPMAN,

In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
AUSTIN MCALLISTER.
of Norway, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Austin McAllister in the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 23rd day of
July, A. D. 1904, the said Austin McAllister waa
and that the first
duly adjudicated
meeting of His creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on the 13th day of Aug.,
A. D. 1904, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
Ume the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
tnd transact such other business as may properly
come before said meetlnr
ietlng.
South I'arU, July ΐδ, 1M4.

$3.00.

be made for

$1.00 and $1.10.

PIQS FOR SALE.
Ε. E.

can

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

HAIR

weigh

as

Trunks!!

Largest Assortment

tanxjZN

Cleaint· and bcautlfie* the hair.
Promote* * luxuriant gruvrth.
Never Falls to Boatoro Ο ray
Ualr to lta Youthful Color.
Cure· κ-*1ρ diwaar· k hair (ailing.
j0c.apd|U«Jat DrugyltU

Will

good

BLOCK,

Cases!

The

The subscribers hereby give notice that they
have been duly appointed administrate of
the estate of
SARAH A. WADSWORTH, late of Hiram,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
bonds as the law directe. All persons having
demands against the estate of said decea.-<cd :ire
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
SA M U Κ I. W. GOULD.
WALTER I'. PERKINS.
July 10th, 1904.

been

our

We carry them in all styles in
widths. Call for them at

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice tlint he
This can truthfully be said of JELL-O ICE hue
been duly appointe*! executor of the
CREAM POWDKR, the new product for making last will and testament of
the moat delicious Ice cream you ever ate; every- MART H. WENTWORTH, late of Itrowulleld,
In the
of Oxford, deceased, and given
thing In the package Nothing tastes bo good In bonde County
All pontons havas tne law directs.
hot weather. All grocers are placing It In t-tock. ing demands against the estate of said dethe same for
are
desired
to
ceased
S
25c.
for
present
send
If your grocer can't supply you
settlement, ami all indebted thereto are requested
packages by mall. Four kinds: Vanilla, Choco- to make payment Immediately.
FRED R. IIAKSCOM B.
late, Strawberry and Unflavored. Address, The
July 19th, 11104.

than an hour the whole establishment
There was a high wind
was in ashes.
and everything was very dry. A span
of horses and a valuable colt just broken
were burned, besides an entire logging
outfit of sleds, harnesses, etc., also a Genesee Pure Food Co., Box 295, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
camping outfit for sportsmen just comThis will Interest .Mothers.
pleted, all went. Of a well-equipped
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children.
farm establishment nothing of value is
Cure Fevertehness, Bad Stomach, Summer Bowel
left.
Troubles, Teething Disorders, move and regulate
the Bowels and Destroy Worms. They neverfail.
Denmark.
Over 30,000 testimonials. At all druggists, 25c.
mailed FREE. Address Allen S. OlmMr. Frank L. Pond of Augusta is here Sample
sted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
in the interest of the
few
for

they

and

Suit

Next Door to the Post Ollice

making Friend* Every Day.

of

name

$3.00 SHOE FOR LADIES

IN OPERA HOUSE

THE PHARMACIST,

exceptional purity."

is the

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

BROOKS,

Mr. Robinson sums up his report
analysis with the brief but forcible South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford:
statement, "In short the water is one
Noyés Drug Store, Norway.

ity.

of the

ed from their visit to Massachusetts.
Prof J. F. Moody cut hie hand quite
officers
were then innamed
above
The
Lovell.
NOTICE.
Bro. E. G. Larrabee, assisted badly a few days ago.
stalled
by
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
Mrs. J. W. Holt of Charlestown is visIt has been the beet of hay weather his
State Deputy. The grange voted
been duly appointed administratrix of the
by
farmers are getting estate of
iting at C. K. Chapman's.
unanimously that it should be called the past week and
THOMAS CARR, JR., late of Oxford,
Sumner Andrews of Lawrence, with
View. This grange is located along well with their work.
Mountain
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
his sister, Ellen W. Andrews, is here for
in a beautiful spot between the two
bonds as the law direct·. All persons having
Norway
the summer.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
Northwest Bethel.
of mountains and upon the interdesired to present the same for «settlement, and
Elmer O. Andrews has bought the ridges the
River.
vale of
Androscoggin
of Mrs. Ii. L. aU Indebted thereto are requested to make paykindness
the
Through
at
No.
McAllister
farm of Edgar
4,
Bennett a hayrack full of people from ment Immediately.
William
Kimball.
SELINA A. CARR.
formerly occupied by
July 19th, 1904.
this place were taken to the Gilead CenNorway Lake.
Charles H. Davis still continues very
the day very much.
Mrs. Mary Perry visited at Mrs. W. S., tennial and enjoyed
ill and seems to be making no improveJfOTICK.
Mrs. E. S. Skillings of Portland is
ment.
Partridge's Thursday.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
liere.
Mr. and Mrs. Frits Tyler of Bethel spending some weeks
has been duly appointed administrator ot the
Mies Albert ha Andrews is at home
Mrs. David Meeke (nee Sadie Kendall)
were at Chester Flint's last week.
from South Paris for her vacation.
FRANK GILPATRICK, late of Hiram.
Is visiting her!
Mise S. P. Newhall is at her home for of New Orleans, La.,
Mr. John Oaks of Portland has been
the County of Oxford, deceased, a/d given
northern relatives at present She is the In
at James H. Walker's, also Mrs. the summer.
bonds as the law direct·. AU penbns having
visiting
through
haying.
insured.
tially
I demands against the estate of safd/leoeased are
Ο. M. Cummings purchased the grass guest of Mrs. ^eth L. Mason.
Emerson Ames, wife and daughter, of Day and Mrs. Phaneuf.
Mrs. Len. Sumner is away spending a desired to present the same for settlement, and
Katharine Walker has returned to on the Kllgore place, and A. K. Hill that
The Grace A. Martin, the largest five- Rumford Falls, are at James Bicknell'i I
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payfew days with her sister.
of J. S. Kneeland this year.
ment Immediately.
Portland with them for a visit.
masted schooner in the world, was on a visit
/
Is working for Wm..
Perkins
FRANCIS A. GILPATRICK.
Henry
at
is
on
the
Bartlett
Miis
Eveline
are
Mert Warren stuck a nail in his foot
The blaeberries
launched from the yard of Percy Λ Small
boarding
very plenty
1804.
19th,
July
,"r—1
Chapman.
O.
is
«t.
the
and
W.
at Bath on the 10th.
Perry1·.
vl.lage.
hating quit· a bad
plains near

v

Ladies' Oxfords.

Buckfield.

Bethel.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED 1SS3

our

window this week for

$1.50.

Ready-to-wear Hat
for

98

cents.

These

are

bargains

at

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

(

W. Roberts of Portland is via
flewocrst I! King atW.
N. G. Elder's for a week.

ïhc Wïforfl

SOUTH PABIS.
Commencing
IKAlNS

*

wr.-t)—lu 01)

A.

M., s

^fy, Suu.lay» Include*!).

^

J

SOUTH PARIS
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v
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IS, 13M,

.lune

LEAVE

slowly.

*AILWAT.

TBl-MK

Α. *·

the Oxford Con

of

any

amount

we

The Universalist Good Cheer Societ)
I holds its hist meeting for the summei
Wednesday afternoon of this week.

*·

P.

th<

lirsi
have had foi
three weeks, it is bailed with joy.
rain

:*>

u»

Hev. E. A. Tuck,

CHL-BCOKS.

I

Miss Tow le, who has been in the office
\\, J, Wheeler & Co. during Mis.«
L
I Baker's vacation, returned to her bomt
u.t at 7 JO o'clock. AU, not other
I in Dixtield Saturday.
·»Γ»' coïvllally Invite·!.
rte
:
Vf ri-h lie v. 11. \ (ΊΜΓογΊ. l'astor
%l·
Miss Maud Parkin of Lisbon Falls, a
9:30
a
nimlntt.
η -servie· lu "45 A. M·; Sabbath Schoo I graduate of Bates in the class of l!t04,
H.
p.
-κ Iîuw Meetlnu. β:15
is the -guest of her classmate, Miss Alta
h. ; prayer meetlnj
h ccilnit 7 ρ
*
las- meeting, Vrlrtay evening I Walker, for a few days.
o.îlnc;
λ.
.»nSun.layl».reechlriteervl«
Miss Florence Richardson accompanied
uh x hool là* ; praver n»e*t
k
her sister, Mrs. Peaslee, to her home in
m
prayer nieetln* Tueylay evening
»
Mire h Rev. J. H. Mule. Hartor I
Exeter, Ν. H., for a visit, when Mrs.
U,, every Sun.lay at 2 :3U P. M
I Peaslee returned home last week.
u I ■»" ρ *
Kvenlng «*rvlce,
*·
Rev. J. H. Little, who with his family
is at his ilarpswell cottage for the rest
hTATKU MKETISO».
Heeular of the summer, came up to attend his
»
M -Pari» Lo.l*e. Xo. *»·
Λ
services here and at the Hill Sunday.
«ν ..\ enlnif on or before fullinoon.
".
'. Mount MUA l.o«ltte, regular meet·
week.-Auroni
The dry goods stores and milliners of
each
lv evenin* of
1
linrt ami thlr>l Monday evening the two vilages are to close their stores
;,
I Friday noons until Sept.
1st.
This
M uni l'Ieananl Re task ah \.*Λκ*. No.
,K
in.t fourth r*Uy· of e«ch I means a Friday afternoon half-holiday.
*'

«««•vjcee. 10:*

,!

,·. *., sunlay School U M.. *
ι· *. Church prayer meeting oi

1

Jof

γ

KK UKi.ui!Inli;^t.

Saturday evening·

"H*1"
The
14%
of Mcb I School

of 2 to 1.
The feature of the game was the fielding of both teams, only one error being
made during the game. The grass being
wet. made the ball slippery and hard to
handle, so that more errrors would have
been excusable under the circumstances.
Mayes led both teams in batting, securing a two bagger and two singles out of
four times at the bat, and was deprived
of the chance of making another hit by
being called out by the umpire on a decision that looked at one time as if it
might end the game. Following is the
won

picnic of the Methodist Sunday

Peuley's grove on WedThe church bell will ring at 8
uieete Urel nesday.
'liwiàiV lReU«f ton·»
It
v. m., as a signal if the picnic can be
-atuMay evening» ol each month.
I held. If stormy on Wednesday there
1
Oct
./' V'.H- uruMK,·. fro... May U; the1. will bo a postponement to Thursday.
tl.lr»l Saturday,
tn.
of the year. meet*

will be at

durtnjf
every ^tunlay. In

by

cL-aecona

and fourth

r' a^lln

hay

complain

Portland.

in

H
■

Bueksport

P. 1'· tiiltuore of

»

lust week.

town

ii

was

from
Μ ιss Blanche Dean was here
«1 t.» spend Sunday.
is tlie
Mi»- Halite Walker of Lovell
,',.st >f Mrs. 1. E. Andrews.

I,

R. Tenney of Auburn will
preach at the Universalist church next
Sunday, on exchange with' Hev. Mr.
Little. Sunday School aud Union meeting will be omitted. Duriug the month
of August the church will be closed.

Lowell»
I

|r »

·>

b

Cole'S-l)

Wheeler, r.f
Total»

Rev. C.

\dani». ρ

U&TT

Mouut Mica Lodge, I. O. O. F.. is to
Porter is rebuilding the piazza
celebrate its thirtieth anniversary Sathouse, uearly double its former
a
at l'en

ν

\

urday, Aug. 6tb, by

width.

from
K. Fletcher has been here
M .s.-a. hUNetts for a few days visiting
W

ir

and Mrs. J. D. Keefe and

Portland

of

.,,,

Ktneley

are

guests

tw..

at J.

s.

Stuart is spending a few
M
witn
,t <>1.11irehard. in company
Μι» »iiiith of Lewiston.
t .r.ii c

M
■ι

Walter Γ Maxim left
n-; for a visit at North

>.
·,

Watetvtile and Augusta.

Thur^ay
Heltf.ade.

John Mien (w Keene) and child
, ..ι,,-ord. Ν
II.. are visiting Mrs. Al>M trieuds at South l'aris.
Mjn J. A. I.ovejoy is visited by her
and a
Mrs. Winslow Barber,
ml, Mrs. l.ittletield, from Portland.

Mi
...

»

»

Maud Lunt, who has been visitAn.lroscoggin.
Franklin aud
unties for some weeks, has returned
m

Iiotne.

is
l.eorge llargrave of Portland
«'««·
Morton
.I.J.
«,Ι,Ι,ιτ,^ηΒ.
Mr. Morton is conlined to the house by
Mrs

il loess.

f.rol^e \\
lew
il-,'

* OOK nxs ucni

λι

....

days from Bern is, where
carpeuter work for C. B.

Willis Λ'

he is
Cum

Suns.

Haskell and wife of Auburn
L.
made a short visit to his sister, Mis.
\
Hounds, last week. They were on
their wedding tour.
Κrank

F<>repaugh's circus at

tnnisheri

a

Lewiston Friday
for papa

good opportunity

take the hoys down, anri
(τι besides papa also went.

i"

«juite

a niini·

Mrs. W. C. (ireene of Sag Harbor.
her
Ν. V., recently visited here, and
went home with
niece. Miss Mary Berry,
lier for a visit when she returned.

at the
Λ union service will be held
M. K. church Sunday evening, July 31st,
of the
at 7 o'clock, under the auspices
Subject, Sabbath observW. C. Τ. Γ.
ance.

Uev. Francis (irotenor of Augusta,
been
and Mrs. Ifcirnett of New York have
1 ratt,
visiting their sister, Mrs. Sarah
of
t'.>r a short time, also Mrs. Mary hall
New York.

and
Wednesday evening was pleasant
he
comfortable for the baud concert. I

several new selections aud
ami a large number were
out to hear the music.
of
The younjj j>eoplo in the family
their visitors,
tieorge A. Briggs, with
and Mrs. Clara C. Andrews, and visitor,
in a cothave been speuding a few days
l.ake.
tage ou I'ennesseewassee
KoscoeC. Gray came home from the
FortuEye and Far Infirmary Friday.was much
nately the injury to his eye
not
less than at tirst reported. He has
to
lost the sight of it, aud can even see
read by it, so his sight will not be at all
band

had

played tiuely,

ley's

Grove, audit is said that the Odd Fellows have challenged the Masons to a

game of ball as one of the features of
the day. It will be a hot game.

are
Several Oxford Couuty horses
Kastern Horse
anions the entries of the
BreerieiV Association races at Waterville
the
August JMO-11, among them being
South 1'aris stallion, American Law,
owned by J. Frank Howlaud and driven
by 11. (i. Fletcher.
left on Mon(/apt. Alfred A. Starbird
He
day, sooner than he had expected.
has been transferred from Fort Monroe

usual.

day,

the

pay
I'nder the new law regulating
carriers,
of rural free delivery mail
the
car1st,
which went into effect July
office get
riers on the routes from this
J. K.King on
some increase of salary.
A. L
route No. 1 receives $4WU, and
ami
Holmes and J. F. McAnile on No.
each. After the 10th of
No. 3 get
in length
August No. Ϊ is to be increased
side trips,
by the addition of two short receive
the
ami Mr. Holmes will then
maximum of $7*20.
The well-known traveler and lecturer,
his
Col. C. H.French, will give two of
illustrated lectures at the Congregational

Paris Schools.

Κ most F. Clason, A. B., of Lisbon, is
the newly elected principal of the Paris
Mr. Clason graduated
High School.
from liâtes in the class of 1D0:.' and has
had extensive experience in teaching,
having taught high schools in Newport,
Durham, Lisbon, and other places with
remarkable success. He comes very

It is the opinion of all who know Mr.
Clason and of those who mot him on his
recent visit here, that the board have
made a wise and fortunate selection.
Mr. Clasou had already been re-elected
to the i»oeition he held last year, but aphere at the instigation of Dr. L. P.

plied
Uerrish, formerly the popular principal

of this school.
All the grade teachers in South Paris
schools and the two assistants in the
high school were re-elected for the eu-

suing year.
An

additional teacher.

Miss Florence

Kicbardson, will be placed in the Brick,
aud several changes made to relieve the
which
pressure on the primary schools,
have been much overcrowded. In one
instance the teacher had iifty-six scholars with accommodations for only fortynine.

The date of openiug the fall term of
school has not been settled upon, but
will be about the same as usual.

Twenty-third Maine Reunion.
The Twenty-third Maine Kegiment

in
will hold its annual reunion this year
church on Monday anri Tuesday
Boston on Wednesday, Aug. 17, during
ings of this week. The subject Monday the National 6. A. R. encampment. The
with beauon that
evening is Japan, illustrated
regiment will have free quarters
tifully colored views of tiiat interesting day, in the Perkins school buildiug on
St. Botolph St., which is quite near the
country. Tuesday evening the subject
is illusIt is hoped to aris Switzerland, and the lecture
trated with a complete and expensive
collection of moving pictures. Full particulars are given on handbills.

The hurdy-gurriy paid us its annual
visit last Tuesday. It was drawn by tb«
The man
saine patient, sleepy pony.
a
and the woman were the same, only
ir
tri tie older, but there was a new baby
arms, while the former baby trurigec
around the street on foot. The fortune
oi yore
telliug parrot was the same as
and the repertoire of tunes was in m
respect riliferent. Another burdy-gurdj
with a somewhat similar outfit but niinui

Thursday.

EASE AND MAKES

0
υ
o

Sixth—Urace I·» Urlflitn.
M. Ha\e«.

κ.

Vlfih-I.my

Lower

l'rlmary—9a<lle

K.

Mine».

the street who obtain their
heatiuK from c. B. Cummings & Sous
uKnt are pleased to learn that the hrm
have a 1*25 horse power boiler for the

Many

on

plS

c. H. French is booked for a
lecture at the Congregational church
Saturday evening, July -H)th. Subjec
th.

wSiie«la.v

mnnlclpnl

tor intoxication. In
default ..I payment of to. of 13 ami
curt

costs lie was sent to 1 aris j.ul.
llenrv B. Foster is associated with ''·
«
I
F ABC Mclntire of Waterford in a
1
deal in Township No. <»,
>
Calvin and George Kneeland
5
0 Countv
(112
3
town will have charge of the
0 of
0
S
0
0
4
«
0
3
mill which will be built at once.
^0 J)
Mre \nnie Ramsdell nee Witt and son
S
8
31
16.» Philh», of Worcester, Mass., are visiting
...
OXFORD.
Mrs j. F. Swain's on Beal Street.
B.H P.O. A. K.
A.H. Κ.
Ramsdell will he remembered as
,,n„ 0f Norway's best teachers.
λ
η open air concert was given by the

1

i

2
1
3
"

JJ·.»

'J

2

J!

<»
«

bïrch

Jlrau.^1'1}

tîiiî

~

1

«

α.

J 0
--J S

i«!

In 1

2
0
ο
1

110
0
„
4
«
«
ι
0
0
0

j

«
0
0

can't remember which,
particular difference. Suffice it to nay,
that while I omitted none of the main
exhibition buildings from my tour, and
did some of them quite conscientiously,
there are nevertheless inside the enclosure soveral hundred buildiugs into
which I did not step my foot, and I presume some which I did not even see.
On the night after our arrival, the biggest lire of the fair destroyed a $50,000
building in the middle of the grounds,
about half a mile from the Inside Inn;
but we knew nothing of it until we read
it in the papers the next morning, and it
saw
was three or four days before I even
the ruins.
What I have said and shall have to say
the things to he seen at the

Excellent

band Tuesday evening.

music

_

pfng

Λ Î

St

NMrry

of Swampscott, Mass., and Mrs ilu

ι.

'Τη association of hase hall enthnalMt.
with
was formed Monday evening
following officers:

Manager—Frank

R.

Taylor

^ Q Fe„

Β.
î-SrT;ï?îi£iiAr-Hew.ri
W II Whitcomb of Philadelphia
rlvÎd town Wednesday and wUI vi.lt

1 «η».
ar-

η

SlïïSES î»
fell from the steps
bUMreeeAbbayHowe
and
her
Street home
at
*

Bridge

ΪΙί

~ι

ΐ,Ιο

Iriday

in-

to hor extreme

Owing

taSPl
lit the
cuttago

Mr».F. Ε Towne
tor tw» weeli».
Porter
minu t
inhn W
w. Foley shows his
Jonn
v
ved this week from

^Pne«r»n3sJ^
Ue served In

Service, April 15, 1801.

cotuw, Pin.hnr.t,
"^S'Îmm" wan',
and Wednesday, July

«"the
•n

«

tl.nnlace

Mme for the Mount Hone Rebekah U.dgc picnic. The boat learn
the

landing

»>

·

°clof0 ,nvlJl„n

is

extended to all Odd Fellow, and their
ladies
ladies,

A
λ

good time
*

is

anticipated,

A_eeu iia8 taken
with S. B. & Z. S. Prince at the Abbott
liinpk where she bfts nioveu.

UE„.eIt

rooms

Jackson of West Pari. ..the

"^^îîoXVbntt

and daughters

Emma and Alice, are visiting nt Portland
for a few days.
*
uumui·
Mr. and Mrs. n,. υ. υυιβ υι
island
Cole's
at
cottage
arc stopping
for a few weeks.
Charles F. Barnes, little sou of Charles
fell from a tree Sunday and
P.

Barnes,
broke his left arm.
A party consisting of Mr. and Mrs. V.
W. IJills, Grace Nevers, Mr. and Mrs. II.
J. Bangs, Mr. aud Mrs. C. S. Akers and
L. II. Cushman took a Sunday trip to
the shore and enjoyed a first class "shore

regarding

fair may

seem,

incomplete,

even

frag-

ASTONISHING CUBES.

Catarrh cannot be cured by the uae of
pills, liquid medicines and so-called system tonics. Under such treatment the
the
germs of the disease will still live in
air passages and increase and multiply.
Hyomei is the only scientific and thorough way to cure catarrh. Killing the
the
germs in the air passages, it enters
blood with the oxygen, destroys the microbes in the blood and effectually drives
from the system all traces of catarrhal

poison.
Probably the strongest evidence

Shoes for Men.
There has

that

be offered as to the powers of Hyomei to cure catarrh is the fact that F. Λ.
Shurtlcff Jk Co. will agree to refund the

we

can

mous

last

SNAPS."

you that

methods

our

are

right.

a

E. A. STROUT,

ISO lY'aasau St., Sew York

City,

only

Mechanics Building.
and
range so that the comrades

their

lailies can have dinner together on that
held
day. The busiuess meeting will be
at 10 o'clock a. m.

Business Notices.
A few size* of black worsted frocli
F,
suits at less than wholesale prices.
II. Noyes Co.
Visit F. II. Noyes Co.'s stores. Thej
dowr
are showing bargains in their mark
thii
sales. Read their advertisement in
paper for prices.

}y the Dunton Lumber Co.
Kails, was accidentally drowned while at
work on the slip of the mill in Virginia.
So one saw him when he fell into the

drowning.
Taylor was uumarried and had been
employed by the Duuton Lumber Co.

The Home for Aged

style

blucher

a

Malt calf top, made
and durable.

ME.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS,

Telephone 106-3.

or

Tremont Tempi·, Boston, Mas·.,
Kent'· Hill, Maine.

or

ALTERATION SALE !

best advantage, and be ready for the fall opening and
we shall
new goods, we must reduce our stock. This
on all lines of
try to do by greatly reducing prices
for you can
summer goods. Don't miss this sale,
save money.

goods
partments where manufactured amount
displayed, is Japan. A large
of space is occupied by the Yankees of

Wool Dress Goods.

Married.

find several pieces
In our dress goods stock we
the color a little otf,
that are a little out of date, or
stock. The prices we havo cut onefor an

are

In Roxbury, Julv 19, tit the home of the bride's
Howard
the Orient, aud the attendants who are parent*, by Rev. G. K. Hannaford, Mr. A.
Howe
<>. Thomas of Anduver anil Miss Alma
order
for
anything of
ready to take your
Roxbury.
which they display are not only quiet
In Λ ndover. at the Unlversallst church, Julv
W.
and industrious, but very discreet. One 20, by Rev. G. B. Hannaford, Mr. I'cter
ami Miss Myrtle
of our
happening to make a re- Learned, Jr., of Andover,

up-to-date

half, and some pieces more.
brown
ONE LOT dress goods in black, blue, grays,
Figured brilliantine, flannels, cashand tan.
to 50 inch wide, most of
mere, canvas, 30 inch
50 to 75c., now 25c.
them all wool, regular prices
all wool goods, poplin and
brown
of
PIECES
TWO

party,
Brooks of Grafton.
mark about Kussia, noticed a young Jap
In llumford Center. July 10, by Rev. U. C.
of Rumford an·!
within hearing pricking up his ears, and Mnnson, Mr. Kdward C. Stuart
U. Llttlehale of Amlorer.

velvety
the midst
which run graveled walks. In
have tea and
houses
may
you
tho tea
cakes such as you get nowhere else, servalmond-eyed maidens in their abed

stand

in

through

In Denmark, July 19,
In Mexico, July 20, son of Mark
year, 4 months.

Wash Goods.
all

department

lu this

good colors, plain and mixed, regular price 25c.,
now

representatives
as nearly as
possible

!

j

17c.

.....

ONE LOT mercerized lace stripe muslin, good colnow 17c.
ors, 27 inches wide, regular price 2"»c.,
ONE LOT Muslins, lace stripe and dotted, many
ueat patterns, regular prices 15 and 19c.,
.12 l-2c.
now

light and dark, all colors, pretty
10c.
regular
price 12 l-2c., now
patterns,
ONE LOT Scotch Oxford, stripe and plain, very
12 l-2t\, now 8c.
pretty for waists, regular price
ONE LOT Muslins,

ONE LOT

good

Waistings,

colors

and

patterns,

now

15c.

ONE LOT Waistings, white and with a

little color,

mostly light, regular price 2"»c.,
mercerized,

were

50 and 59c.,

ONE LOT Unbleached

Crash,

42 l-2c.

now

all linen, 20 inches
.7c.

wide, was !>c., now
ONE LOT Bleached Crash, pure linen, 1H inches
10c.
wide, relugar price 12 l-2c.,

Children's Dresses.

You can
make them.

buy

of

ONE LOT

these now

cheaper than

Gingham, good styles,

you can

French and

9Sc.
Sailor styles, regular price $1.25, now
ONE LOT White Lawn, fine quality, trimmed with
lace insertion and ribbon, regular prices were
$1.9$
*2.50 and *2.98, now
with
trimmed
(if
Lawn,
prettily
ONE LOT
good
lace and insertion, regular prices $1.98 and $2.19,
$1.49
.....
now
and colored
Many other styles in white lawn
ones, very cheap.
ONE LOT Voile Skirts in black and white, and blue
and white, very full, good sizes, regular price

$1.98,

now

....

$1.49

damaged ''Domestic" wrappers, slightly
faded and crushed, nearly all sizes, but mostly
49c.
large, regular price $1.00, now
ONE LOT Sateen Petticoats iu black and white
well made,
stripe, spots and check, good sizes,
79c.
regular price $1.50, now
colONE LOT Table Covers of heavy chenille, good
$1.00
sale price
were
$2.:{7,
size,
ors, large
10c.
ONE LOT neat, white wash belts,

ONE LOT

department..

A vi.lt will

narrow

NORWAY, MAINE.

as
they liv·
The several villages rep
at home.
civiliza
resent an asconding scale of
tion. At the bottom is the Negritu
small of stature, of inferior ments
of huti
power, and living In the poorest

Haying Tools

Mark Down Sale of

Men's Summer Suits.
mark down
custom each season in July to
close them
to
Suits
all of our Spring and Summer
We
fall
new
our
for
goods.
room
make
out and
them all
have gone through our suits and marked
a suit in the lot
down to a very low figure. Not
It is

our

but is
sizes
a

fit.
•

of service.
correctly tailored and full

are

among the assortment

so

$ 7.50 Suits marked down
looo

12.00

13 50
15.00
16.00
18 00

Η.

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

B.

marked
marked
marked
marked
marked
marked

you
to

are

down to

All

sure of

$ 5·50.

down to

7.50.

10.00.

down to

10.00.

down
down

to

13.00.

to

12.00.

down to

12.00.

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

AT

N.

Dayton Bolster &TheCo.'s.
Cor-

India Steel Scythes,

rugated warranted Scythe, Clipper
Scythes, Hand Rakes, Drag Rakes,
Forks, Stones and Rifles.

All at reasonable
Pitch Forks.
SOUTH

CASTORIA

For Infants and Children.

Tin Kind Yon Have Always Bought.

gjjjjjjljj

prices.

% inch Manila Rope for Horse
80

I

Norway.
the good qualities of these Tablets—Ρ [
M. Shore, Druggist, Rochester, Ind.
When bilious take Chamberlain' s
The pleasant purgative effect of thesi»
Tablet·. For sale b γ
Tablets makes them a favorite witl Stomach and Liver
JoneaDru g
ladies everywhere. For sale by Shurtleff ( Sburtleff A Co., South Paris;
Noi
«t Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store Store, Oxford ; Noyes Drug Store,

marked at a

are

Cary, aged 1

The eubscril>er hereby gives notice that she
skirts and flapping sandals;
of
lias been duly appointed administratrix
while the inevitable bazar gives you still the estate of
ARTHUR L. MANN, late of Taris.
another opportunity to invest your
of the Orient. In the County of Oxford, deceased, and
money in the products
given bonds a" the law direct* All persons
deAlthough the tea house girls wear their having demands against the estate of said setnative costume in its entirety, the young ceased are desired to present the same for
are
thereto
Indebted
requested
corall
and
tlement,
clerks in the bazar are in absolutely
linen. to make payment Immediately.
KM MA W. MANN.
rect European attire, with spotless
July Mil, 1904.
I
of
the
of
beauty spots
The garden Is one
exemthe
is
and
perfect
the exposition,

Women.

goods

great discount.
ONE LOT silk muslin, fine heavy quality, dotted,
39c.
all colors, regular price 50c., now
colONE LOT of the regular dotted silk muslin all
now :j4c.
42c.,
inches
price
27
regular
wide,
ors,
ONE LOT of the popular voile for shirt waist suite,

NOTICE.

by

surd

j

I way.

new

is

We have leased the store formerly occupied by
the Smiley Shoe Store, and are making extensive
alterations. We will take out the partitions between
the two stores, which will make our store about
size. In order to do this to the
double the

a

A few weoks ago notices were sent to
the several towns in Oxford County asknbout two months.
a
The face of the man was bruised and ing that the churches unite in giving
it was thought that while at work he supper for the benefit of the Norway
Oxford
fell, striking his face and was stunned, Home for Aged Women of
and
for in all its
thus being uuable to call for aid.
County. A very few responded,
plification of neatness,
to those who
now we issue another call
borders there can not be found one
into
made
is
being
An investigation
did not heed the first, and ask that you speck of dirt.
the circumstances connected with the "Come over into Macedonia and help
TU Κ FILIPINOS.
whose
body
of
death
George ^killings,
us." I)o you realize the need and worth
a tract
Ilis
was found in a well at Limington.
lu one portion of the grounds
of this home, that was opened one year
the
uock was broken, and there were blows ago for homeless women? That it was of 47 acres has been set apart for
and cute on his head. Skillings was a needed is evidenced by the fact, that Philippine exhibit, and here has been
drinking man, aud it is the belief of the eince the opening of the institution, it established, at a cost of over a million
officers that he was killed in a carousal. has been filled to its utmost capacity and dollars, an exhibition designed to show
The stomach has beon sent to Professor some have applied who could not be ad- us something of the riches and the reRobinson of Bowdoin for analysis of its mitted because of lack of room. It is a sponsibilities, not to mention the trouble,
contents, and the coroner's jury has ad- home of which the county may feel that wo took upon us when we paid
politejourned to await his report. Oue of the proud, and it has been successfully Spain twenty million dollars anandOriental
and sustained one year. But ly requested her to uuhook
neighbors was held pending investigamanaged
he
admissiwn archipelago from her neck and hang it
tion, but after the evidence was heaul
we have no fund except the
was discharged, and guilt has not been fee fund, and that wo realize will not last around Uncle Sam's.
and the
for its
fixed on any one.
Really, while the spectacular
long, if we have no other income
have by ne
maintenance, so we appeal to the towns money-drawing features
Nathaniel
of in this exhibit,
At Lubec Monday night
to the individuals, to the clubs and differ means been lost sight
Goes, an unmarried man 24 years old, ent organizations in the county, and tc it is well arranged to show us the work
of
hands
in
the
razor
a
culture, not to
was wounded by
all outside of the county who feel ar of enlightenment and
Pearle Ricker, a young woman employed
homelesi mention civilization, which there is foi
the welfare of
in
interest
The woman was arae a housekeeper.
eacl 1 us to do, and which we are now do·
women, to take this cause home,
rested, and raved so wildly as to lead to one to themselves, and do whatever ii 1 ing, in our new possessions. It alsc
natural re
the belief that she is insane, and ehe will
in their power to aid in its support.
gives a good idea of the
be taken to Augusta. The motive is not
sources of the Islande. The agricultural
understood.
Although it was at first
and forest products of the archipelagc
1
SAFEGUARD THE CHILDREN.
doubtless be i
thought his injurie* were fatal, Gosa
are well shown, and will
will tb<
will recover.
Notwithstanding all that is done b; revelation to many people, as
tlu
boards of health and charitably incline* variety of articles manufactured by
RECOMMENDATION
ONE LADY'S
smal natives. The reservation is policed bj
persons, the death rate among
SOLD FIFTY BOXES OF CHAM- children is very high during the ho natives of the Filipino constabulary
th< who wear Uncle Sam's khaki with du<
BERLAIN'S STOMACH AND LIVER' weather of the summer months in
and ap
is not probably on
There
cities.
dignity and military' bearing,
large
TABLETS.
to themselves.
in a hundred •
with
bowel
of
pleasure
case
complaint
parently
I have, I believe, sold fifty boxes oi f
Naturally that portion of the Philip
however, that could not be cured by th
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver TabColic • pine exhibit which attracts most at
of Chamberlain's
use
timely
lets on the recommendation of one ladj Cholera and Diarrhcua Remedy. For sal
tention, and shows us most clearl;
here, who first bought a box of them,
& Co., South Paris; Jone 8 what the people really are, is comprise<
byShurtleff
ol
tires
never
about a year ago. She
in each of whiel
Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore • in the native villages,
of a certain tribe liv
telling her neighbors and friends about;

Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

one

J

present

at Goat Island.
The treasurer of the Home for Aged
for
Women recently received a check
of
$*>.00 as a donation from the ladies
which
the Buckfiold Literary Club, for
are
the heaity thanks of the association

water although there were men working
not more than a hundred feet from him.
Coroner Porter was at once summoned
returned.
ind pronounced it a case of accidental

the

over

Another

a

F. PLUMMER,

age.
The costume of the male Igorrote, to
which objection was made, consists of a
placid smile and what is known as a Gstring—and the name itself gives about
THE MAINE BUILDING.
as good a description of the t'arment (if
The State of Maine log cabin was not
it can be called) as I could do
far from our quarters, and naturally one garment
It puts the bathing
in a dozen lines.
of our first acts was to go there to inand suit joke 'way out beyond the surf, but
spect that much-discussed structure
I did not see any of the fair ladies among
place our names ou its register. There the spectators turning away their blushwere in the minds of our party varying
ing countenances, or even peeking
cabin
degrees of approval of the "log
through their lingers. That was the
idea, mainlj, however, of a negative hottest day we had while we were at the
in unquality. Some condemned it
fair, and I don't believe there was any
measured terms, and it is hardly to be one
but envied the savages their cool and
expected that any preconceived opinions
costume.
airy
the
of
a
disturbed
sight
be
by
would
It was afterwards denied that Presithing itself.
Francis had issued the order quoted,
dent
With the architecture and appointbut the matter continued to be disentitlments of the house no one has any quared in the papers, until finally it has been
rel. It is well designed, harmonious,
announced that no less an authority than
and built of some of Maine's handPresident Roosevelt, the court of last resomest spruce timber. 1 te wide, shady,
has given the very sensible decision
sort,
with
furnished
are
swings
verandas
cool
that the Igorrotes shall be allowed to
chairs
rush-bottomed
comfortable
and
continue in their native attire. Certainand settees, and make a most delightful
of taking these people, supare displayed a ly the idea
Within
resting place.
to represent their true manner of
collection of mounted fi:..» and game, posed
life, out of their own costume, and putviews of Poland Spring and other Maine
ting them into a sort of semi-Christian, ^^+04<>4<Η<Η<Η<Η<Η<Η<Η*0^^ΐ,ιοη^τ%^*Γ,ντ%^τν-ι-ν-ι^'
Lamson
of
collection
a
printsresorts,
^
abbreviated bathing suit
ONE LOT Coats of black cheviot and covert cloth,
Maine scenes, no doubt, though they are compromise,
of attire, which is neither fish,
$3.98
now
without marks of any kind—a case of style
were
$0.50,
coat
neat
style,
nor good red herring, is about as
the Sanford plushes, and some other ap- fiesli,
inappropriate and absurd as anything
ONE LOT Coat* of black cheviot and light covert
propriate Maine exhibits. But beexcept
more that could be devised.
for the main hall, no place could
cloth, good lining, neat style, were $8.50,
In due time the Igorrote, under the
of any*4.98
.....
poorly designed for the display
now
welhall
beneficent intluences that
bring
thing than the dimly lighted interior of to bear, will put on trousers and trouble;
the
one-half
Several neat styles in suits at just
this building.
he will wear a lot of unnecessary clothes,
with
in
been
never
sympathy
I have
regular price.
and may even attain to the discomfort
the idea of using a log cabin as representof a stovepipe hat and a high collar. Ile
LOT Walking Skirts of a light mixed material,
ONE
and
the
progressive
of
ative
enlightened
$2.08
will leave his simple, careless life for
price $5.00, sale price
regular
state of Maine; and having seen this, I
and the complex joys and soi rows, the accomfortable
if,
inch
seriously
38
to
32
length,
question
ONE LOT Misses' Skirts, dark,
and accidents, the priviattractive in its way as it is, it is truly complishments
$1.49
of civilization. Hut
regular price $2.98, sale price
may be leges and privations,
typical of anything in Maine. It confess
not until after the St. Louis fair. While
colors and polka dotDuck
Skirts,
LOT
plain
ONE
typical of the hunter's abode—I
that lasts,,let him chew his dog meat
$1.25
I am not very familiar with that kind of
ted, ve^jy full, regular price $1.98, now
wear his G-string in piece.
structure—but it looks too elaborate for and
botdotted,
E.
F.
A.
plaited
ONE LOT of fine percale, polka
that. It certainly is not typical of the
$1.75
now
of
the
evon
$2.50,
nor
the
of
state,
price
tom,
regular
residences
You are liable to an attack of some
matecomfortable farm homes and pleasant form of Howel Complaint, and should
ONE LOT Rain Coats of good waterproofed
hostelries where are entertained the
with the best known
price
yourself
Oxford
mixture,
regular
provide
and
brown
of
rial,
great part of our many thousands
$8.50
Remedy, Dk. Setii Abnoj.d's Balsam.
....
$12.50, now
summer visitors, three-fourths of whom, Warranted«by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
to Maine
come
and
as everybody knows,
South Paris, West Paris.
ONE LOT of tine waterproofed material, Oxford
neither to fish nor to hunt.
$10.50
now
neat
$15.00,
style,
mixtures,
brown
it
the
building,
As for the location of
We clean, press and repair clothing.
neat
is pleasant and shady, but the house F. Π. Noyes Co.
ONE LOT Shirt Waist Suits of cotton goods,
of
the
one
to
be
70c.
fronts on what seems
now
$1.00,
style, regular price
least-frequented roads of the grounds,
Born.
very
styles,
tho
of
is
BARGAINS,
pretty
unpainteil
SIIIRT WAIST
and its front view
walls of one of the rudest buildings in the
cheap.
In Wont I'liiU, July 22, to the wife uf .Mm
it
was
regarded
mining gulch. Indeed,
I'orter, daughter.
LOT Waists of Gingham, dark, good styles,
that
ONE
for
Howard
of
cause
the
wife
as
to
congratulation
In South I'l.rle, July 23,
by some
75c.
on the I). Μι: Λ lister, a non.
over
was
placed
tucks, regular price 98c., sale price
the building
In Toll
Fryeburg, July 13, to tho wife
colors,
back slope of the hill where compara- of Frank Bridge,
Hill, a (laughter.
ONE LOT Gingham Waists, lace stripe, good
In Norwav. July Hi, to the wife of Hohert K.
08c.
tively few people would ever see it.
tucked, regular price $1.40, now
Walker, a daughter— Koee Anna.
ran»,
nib
Λ
J ΑΙΆ Λ
In Sweden, July, to the wife of P. 1>. HoMen,
Lawn Waists, good quality, tucks and
LOT
ONE
ii 'laughter.
sale
Tlie first nation to pet its exhibit comto the wife of Jus. Crouee,
In
lace insertion yoke, regular price $1.08,
done a few a tton.Sweden, July,
pletely installed, which wasthe
$1.40
.....
was
of
In Went Bucktleld, July IS, to the wife of Shirfair,
price
the
before
opening
days
fine Lamtho fact ley M. Bonney, a eon.
ONE LOT line Lawn Waists, pretty style,
Japan; and notwithstanding
In Kezar Kails, July 14, to the wife of Eben
in sleeves and front, very neat,
that the people of that country are being Dav, a eon.
insertion
burg
of the
lii Norway, July 10, to the wife of Arthur
$1.08
kept very busy on the other side
regular price $2.40, now
Lewis, a eon.
one foreign nation which is
the
globe,
above all others conspicuous in all deIt
so it undoubtedly is.
few features which cau be set
forth, or even touched upon.

mentary; and

is

arrivals is

new

very handsome number.

J.

alone, since
guarantee to

I>. M. French, Norway; W. O. Frothing
hiiid. .South I'aris; E.G. Allen, Hiram; Local

Agents.

this fa-

to

Sole agents for the Douglas shoes for this locality.

If vou want a quick sale write ue for our
FREE description blanks.
We require no payment In advance.
We use our own money to advertise your

More than Μ sales in Maine
1'JOl to men from SO states I * our

the

Among

etyle of choice Enamel Leather.
over the Philadelphia last, very stylish

easy terms witti stoci, toois anu
crop» Included to nettle estates

property.

:

present.

at

line and have about reached the

lace

on

quickly.

time when

a

in

Russia Calf Blucher Oxford made

SUMMER

growing

been

handsome and desirable

as

limit.

"STROUT'S

their tribal dances, which is done to the
accompaniment of an infernal racket
made by beating metal drums, and
always draws a crowd.
It is alleged by the wicked St. Louis
papers that there is another reason for
the popularity of tho Igorrote villago.
Just about the time wo reached there it
was announced that President Francis
of the exposition had decided that the
costume of the Igorrotes was insufficient, and had issued orders that they
must put on clothes—not to an offensive
degree, hut something like swimming
trunks. The papers said that there was
immediately a great rush to get into the
village before the order could be carried
out. llow that may be I don't know,
but it was certainly having a good patron-

never

Douglas shoes as
We are continually adding

you.
The complete Ilyomei outfit costs but
$1.00 and consists of an inhaler that can
be carried in the vest pocket, a medicine
dropper and a bottle of Hyomei. The
inhaler last a lifetime, and if one bottle
does not cure, an extra bottle of Hyomei
can be obtained for 50 cents.

A few

had

styles

has not cured

Hyomei

money if you say

Douglas

New W. L.

MIhh M.iirgle
attempted to draw him into conversaIn Welehvllle, July 1C. at the resilience of
tion regarding the war, but the Jap, Geo I> Staples, by Rev. Frederick Newport. Mr.
declined
Fred M Staples anil Mlae Grace I), l orter of
50c.
$1.00 now
though he spoko good English,
armure weave, regular price
Lewlston
the subject at all.
discuss
to
dinner" Sunday.
In Bryant's I'ond, July 9, by A. Mont Chase,
27 inch wide, one
Flannel
Waisting,
PIECES
a
village
TWO
is
Kate
also
Mlae
A.
There
typical Japanese
Esq., Mr. Carroll G. Ktymond and
Deputy Grand Chancellor, Fred
lavender with
officers on the Pike, and another little section of Mulse, both of Mechanic Falls.
black with white spots, and one
DeLano, of Oxford, installed the
One
the
in
grounds.
elsewhere
No. IS, K. of Japan
and white silk stripe, regular price 75c.,
peculiar
black
Lodge,
PenDesseewassee
of
f
a glimpse between two
25c·
Finally she found that she had caught
Died.
P., Thursday evening, and A. J. Stearns, day, catching
now
which somethe family at the dinner table. Without ■"ΚΑΝ Κ ΤΑΥ LUK ΚΑ 1.1.8 KKOM 81.11' OK
the officers of Ox- buildings of a little hilltop
installed
Past
Chief,
seomed to be of a clearer green than
expressing the mortification which she
ford Castle, No. 2, K. G. E., Thursday how
In Norway, July 20, Whitney Buck, aged 63
DIW'TON I.I'M IIΚ Κ CO.
around it, I wont up, to find years.
felt, she gut out as soon as possible, and
Μ- of what we are .Lowing in .he Mirent
anything
evening.
to be a reprosaid
is
what
In Oxford, July 19, Mrs. Mary Spring Coming,
when she got in sight of the town clock,
in
with
of Sanford,
myself
Welch
Merritt
Mrs.
Ct.
of
II.
Hartford,
Wm.
Rev.
Corning
of
more.
looked up, and the hands pointed to
we have these, and many
Thursday forenoon Frank Taylor, a her children, is visiting her sister, Mrs. duction of a portion of the mikado's widow
In Welehvllle, July 14, Mrs. Lizzie, wife of convince you that
buildings Lincoln
12:40.
frenchman about 25 years old, employed
Chaplin, aged 39 years
They are stoppin g gardens. Typical Japanose
of Kuraford Geo. I. Cummiugs.
of
Gilbert Warren.
turf,

even-

the kids, was around on

*

h.h. p.o.

MrsTMary

highly recommended as a disciplinarian
and had to and shows excellent records of his forpost in North Carolina,
effects. mer work in college.
to attend to the removal of his

the
He intends to speud a portion of
of
remainder of his two months' leave
absence in a trip to St. Louis.
of
The report ef the death of a citizeii
miles,
the town, living out two or three
reached the village one day last week,
which he
but while the several orders of
the
is a member were innuiring about
it transarrangements for the funeral,
field
pired tLat he hat! been in theas hay
well as
anil was
at work that

PARTY

LOUISIANA

daTbe

and a large attendance.
4
S. C. Foster and family have moved to
3
thpir new house ou Pike Hill·
340
4
Geo. A. Gunn, formerly superintend1 ent of the shoe business of B F. Spin
12
5
27
2
31
nev & Co.,
of Danvers, Mass., K. A.
Scute by tunings.
1 2 3 4 5 C 7 S H—Total Poole and F. A. Doane of Boston, and J.
000 0 00020—2
Oxford
Raymond Smith of New York, arc stop0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0—1
Norway,..
at Bass Island. The annual outing
Base on ball», by Sparks 5; by A·'»»»·*
of the party.
Struck out by Sparks 10; Allants ·■ Two-base
^ pavor ontertainiiit. Hayes Double i»lay, Lowell, flke, Bonney.
llall of AuKueta
t'mplree Shaw an<l Davie. Scorer. Thayer.
and Mr- and Mrs. S. H. T. llayes of HalThe game at the fair grounds next
Saturtlay will be between W est Paris and
M South and family
Oxford. Each team has won the same
trip
are enjoying their vacation
number of games, and they will play off
the tie here on neutral grounds. This
left
Fauncc
and Mrs. Frank W.
game will be as interesting as the one
a
draw
large |
last Saturday and should

a

Ho

k.

A party including Ε. N. Haskell,
Misses Emma and llattie Haskell, Mrs.
N". U. Elder, Miss Sweetsir, Miss Ruth
Tucker, Miss Carrie Hall and Miss Sue
Rounds, ate a shore dinner at New crowd.
Meadows Inn Saturday. The Ilaskells
S. Corning.
aud Miss Sweetsir remained with friends
in Auburn over Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Spring Corning of
ford. Conn.,"died suddenly of heart failA reception to Rev. W. E. Brooks, I).
ure Tuesday, July ll»th, at her summer
at
will
be
Brooks,
Mrs.
and
given
1).,
home at Oxford. She leaves a daughter,
the Congregational vestry Thursday
Miss Isabel Corning, a sister, Miss Lucia
inA
week.
this
of
general
evening
and other relatives.
vitation is extended to members of the Spring,
Mrs. Corning was a daughter of the
chureh and congregation, and the pubwill late Rev. I)r. Samuel Spring, (f«»r many
Dr. Brooks
lic. Next Sunday
years pastor of the Congregationalist
preach the last sermon of a live years' church in Hartfoçd, Conn., and eminent
pastorate of this church.
for his learning and deep religious feelMrs. J. II. Ljttle of South Paris met in"), au«l a cousin of the late Mrs. A. L·.
with a painful accident at Ilarpswell Ilersey. She has written a number of
Center, last week, by the pouring of a books; of which two, "The Minister's
•juart or more of boiling water over her Protege" and "Both Sides of the Street
left hand. Although painful the baud were awarded a prize of six hundred
is doing well. It was a hard beginning dollars out of a large number of manuShe
of a vacation where one was seeking scripts presented for competition.
She has the sympathy was also a writer of poems and hymns,
rest and comfort.
two of which were used at her funeral
of a host of friends.
services.
Rev.
led
A cottage prayer meeting,
by
Mrs. Corning with her daughter has
Howard Clifford, was recently held in
a number of years spent her sumfor
Mrs.
the boute of au aged Christian,
mers in Oxford, and has been closely
she
Merinda Cuminings.
By request
identified with the religious and benevosaug as a solo an old hymn, "The day lent interests of the place. She leaves a
much
was
The
song
is past and gone."
largo circle of friends who deeply mourn
enjoyed by the friends present. Another her loss. Her funeral was held Thursheld
will
be
evening
Thursday
meeting
day at her late residence, Hev. Mr. Newwith Mr. Benjamin Riehardson.
port officiating. She was carried to
Ui
i\aiaiua/4vvt
ΛΙΓΗ. M. h.
Hartford, Conn., for burial.
Mich., will soon vi.sit lier brother, Kev.
Mrs. Stetson is a
For Waterville Races.
Howard Clifford.
writer of excellent articles in prose and
Ατηοη^ the entries for tlie races of the
in
Sastern Horse Breeders' Association at
poetry. Her husband is a professor
Kalamazoo College, anil a brother of W. A'aterville, Aug. it, 10 and 11, are the
of
kV. Stetson, State Superintendent
ollowing Oxford County horses:
Schools. Hev. Mr. Clifford and Mrs.
TIlKKt. MINUTE TBOT AND FACE.
reannual
the
attend
to
Stetson plan
V. It. ChapuiHii, Bethel, Mis» Strike.
Moutuouth
August
union at
Academy,
{. C Atwood, Anilover, b!k 8. Northland
I Oth.
A rttnir.
Alice.
v. C. Atwood, Andover, ch. ai. Northland
This is <>u a busy South I'aris house2 :25 TKOT.
durwife, whoso "men folks'' are away
I. (i. F etcher, South Parla, American Law.
her dinner i. C. Λ wooi 1, Andover, br. 8. Northland Ajax.
ing the day, so that she gets
lunch
her
mid-day
tt night, and catches
KOUK-ÏEAK OLD TKOT OPEN.
it such times as is convenient, without
£. C. Atwood, Andover, b β. North Ian ί Ajix.
other
Tlio
the
clock.
to
reference
much
tiikkk ϊκακ οι ι» TKOT ογεν.
lay she got her work done up early in i. C. Atwood. Anilover, ch.-β Northland Allan.
ihe afternoon and thought she would P. L Barrett, Barrett, b. g. West Kolnt.
.'all ou a neighbor and take her some
T11KEE-YKAK OLD TKOT.
(lowers from the gardeu. So she put on
As she P. L. Barrett, b. g. Bob Nelson.
lier glad rags and started out.
2:80 trot.
she noticed
m eut through the Square
I. (J. Kk't'-her,South 1'ariit, Amerlcau I.aw.
that it hatl a peculiarly deserted appearof it uutil she {. C. Atwood, Λ n·lover, blk. β. Northland
ance, but thought nothing
Λ rthnr.
Arrived at lier destination, where again v. C. Atwood, Andover, eh. tn. Northland Alice.
was
there
that
something
discovered
she
Drowned at Rumford Falls.
about the condition of affairs.

impaired.

t«·

picnic

a.m.
4
4
4

hb

In order to make some repairs on the
c.f
bulkhead at ShurfletT's dam. the water Bowie, r.f.
Kuller,
been
have
wife
». Stuart and
was drawn off Friday uight, aud though Stone, S b.,
.the gate was closed Saturday night the
tiding two weeks at Cliff Island.
Totale
at a con· pond is not yet full, so that Billings'
ι ,· >. luibert Quartette sany
mill and the toy factory are still shut
e%enat Bryant's l'oud Wednesday
down.

».

NORWAY.

liave«, if.

til is spell of weather. Rarely is there a
is year when we have as good a hay season
•
lie piazza at the Andrews House
No
as from the 4th up to last Saturday.
k ing rebuilt.
black hay has had to go iuto the barns
a
Mi>s Olive M. Stuart is speudiug
yet.
uet il.

toi

ASSOCIATION

VISITS ST. LOUIS AND THE

HYOMEI GOES TO THE BOOT OF THE DIS-

receWej

a score

I Miss Lucelia Crockett has returned
Mon.lay» of I from a visit to her sister in Assinippi,
,7
Mass. She has engaged to teach school
ι.
ρ —Stony Brook Lodge, Xo- 1S1,
v, ,,o'u.i an.l fourth We.lnee.luy evening I for the coming year in Maynard, Mass.,
the term opening early in September.
l-o.lge.No. M. meet* every
Advertised letters in South Paris post
I office July 2.'5d, li»04 :
score :
I Λ ugu-ttu» Johnson.
Mrs.
M.irv
K.
Daniels.
I
No
»-!.
Mvai.um .-Harris Council.
«
Mr. W. E. Church.
l.j-t aiM tl.lr-l Mon.lay evenlun» at *>.
8. K. Davis, t'ostinaxtcr.
Shaw, c.f
ιc
of
makers can't
,>1.1 Home Week Aug. 14-20. Don't
The
,,

"

PRESS

MAINE

A

Good corn weather.
Under the new law the rural tree
delivery messengers in thle t°wn recelTe
One gets the full
an increase in salary.
amount, $720, and the other owing to an
error in measuring the routo

KILLS GERMS OF CATARRH.

Only a few of this tribe are here, and
the tribe itself is said to be dying ont
from sheer weakness.
The next step is represented by the

aPThebfoK8ng

rl

\s
u.tri

OXFORD.

Fair.

""«ΪΪΛ».

"„SiTpr*y»

*

VS.

WorM'»

Igorrotes, of whom there is quite a village. They wear scant clothing—indeed
PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
there is hardly enough of it to call
scant—live in little nipa-thatched huts
(Thlrtl letter.)
without any furniture to speak of, and
this
to
introduction
of
chapter eat dog meat, but though of small
By way
interto
without
be
atniss
not
It
it
less.
saying of notes,
goes
may
something
stature they are physically of line apthat they are both much plea»ed.
polate the statement that since my re- pearance and appear to be capable of
Warren Hills and wife of Union are turn home I have met numerous inquidevelopment.
visiting his son, V. W. Hilts, for a few ries as to certain features of the fair, and
The "fierce Moroe," as they are called,
hearty applause. The game itself wai
some samples of my replies are: have
that
acquired a somewhat higher degree
very interesting from the start until th«
interest existing in m'iitary mat- "Well, I merely went through that part of civilization and clothes, and their
last man was out.
of the exhibit, without examining it in
houses, though thatched with the inBoth teams succeeded in getting met
detail." "Well—er—it so happened that evitable nipa, are constructed with some
as fur as third base in the first few inI didn't go into that building at all." attention to what the educated man has
nings, but neither side was able to scort
To some of my questioners it may seem learned to consider as comfort. There
until Norway's half of the Oth. In tbif
that I didn't see much of anything any- is
quite a large Moro village.
inning after two men were out Adam;
idea.
way, though that is an incorrect
The higest type of civilization reppassed Sparks to first on balls. Bonney,
thero
that
to
safe
But it is perfectly
say
resented here is in the Visayan village.
the uext batter, sent up a high fly which
that I didn't see The houses are frail in construction, but
Α.J.«·—w is a great deal more
Wilson judged in good shape but finally
statement
A
brief
I
did.
than that
very
the place is clean, and the people neat
tlropped. Sparks reached third on tht
of facts will furnish some explanation of and well dressed. A band plays, regular
play, and seeing that the Oxford players Lovell for several weeks and enjoy the this condition.
performances are held in a theatre, and
were taking their time in fielding the
Kpn«Kts of a short vacation.
The grounds are nearly in the form of weaving, hat making and other industries
ball in, made a dash for the plate and
Pascal 1*. Gilmore of Bucksport, can- a rectangle, approximately two miles are carried on m native fashion. The
scored easily.
didate for state treasurer, was m town long by one wide, while the Intramural
processes look primitive beside the
It was not until the 8th inning tuat Thursday
calling on friends.
Railroad, which runs around mostly near machinery of the twentieth century,
Oxford made their scores. In this inVivian W. Hill· has ω apple tree the outer edge, is seven miles in length. but
they turn out a very good product.
ning Sparks passed the first two inen at
which are half grown apples and There are fifteen main exhibition buildThe centre of attraction was and is
bat. Adams, the next batter, singled, upon
ings—"palaces" is the official term—and likely to remain in the Igorrote village,
scoring one man, the other ^going to
of the village they have Hoor space varying from about
I*»
It is one of the
for several reasons.
third and Adams to second. The next teachers for the
school
4 to about 23 acres, or a total space of
approaching
largest of the native villages, and in it
batter knocked a grounder to Cole, who
all
128
like
acres,
practically are to be seen a race living in primitive
something
tielded it to first for the first put out, *
mKh-Prti»cli»al. Charle. B. Thompson of filled with exhibits. In addition to savagery, but capable of being brought
the man on third scoring on the play Attleboro, Ma»»·,
are
foreign buildings, stato to better things, and made to possess
these there
Λ Β H atb away.
and Adams going to third. Sparks preS ul>· in aete r. Percl ν al Î'TuUmway
etc., etc., bringing the total the blessings and the burdens of civilibuildings,
Uraoe
A»«l»tant,
vented Adams from scoring by striking
BJMçknell.
h. sanuorn.
Ktnth <»ra«îe—Agnee
number of structures within the enclos- zation, which in itself makes them inNeither side
out the next two batters.
Eighth Grade— fcdna 1. Ilruwn.
ure up to about f>00, or about 1000, I
teresting. Every hour they have one of
was able to score again and so Oxford
Seventh—Annie λ
and it makes no

«·

missionary, preached at
*unAay
'Congregational church Sunday.
a P.
10:1
Refreshing showers. As it is the
Sunday only

ΡΑΚΙβ POMT OFrlCB.
; ·*»

Huun»

NORWAY

The game at the fair ground» Satur
day afternoon between Norway and Ox
ford was aa close and exciting aa an]
that has been flayed there for a lonf
time. Although Tbe weather waa threat
ening and a light mist fell during pari
of the game, there waa a large crowd ol
supportera for each team present, and
the good plays of each team receive®

Rev. Selden MoCurdy of Moulmein
Burma, will occupy the pulpit at th<
Baptiirt church next Sunday.

ference

*

,,,ι ΓΗ

Fred N. Wright, who has been ill witl
fever for several weeks, is now et
gaininc

a

At the Great

NORWAY.

Bue Ball.

MarlLot

Sqi^aro,

ΜΔΙΝΒ.

PARIS,

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.

Thi Kind You Han Ajwajs Bought

\

®ears the

sif

//Sty/
(MtrMZiv

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

close

—

patterns and clean

out odd

IS».—Central Acrostic.
When all the wonls are rightly
guessed and written one bo low anothet
lu the order here given, the centrals
Each
will nauie our nationul colors.
!lo.

Out.

word contains Ave letters.
Crosswords: "1. A thoruy evergreen
shrub. 2. Place. 3. A dipper with a
handle. 4. A citadel. 5. Relating to
morals, β. Aromatic. 7. Flexible. 8.
In that place. !·. To vaunt. 10. Giver.
11. A feminine title. 12. Cavity of the
13. Like milk. 14. A plural proeye.
15. To gather after a reaper.
noun.

tip stock

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY.

YEARS'

50

experience

Tbat "played eut"—"done up" feel·
iu*: makes life miserable for every
sufferer from Kidney ills, backache^
headaches and urinary troubles, painful aud annoying.

Doan's
Kidney Pills

bring

new

life and activity,

In
In
lu
In
In
In
In
Whole
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remove

102.—Charade·.
I.
The merest speck, the smallest grain,
May cause my first distress and pain;
My second makes the weary slave
Long for a safe and quiet grave;
My whole grows In u sheltering fringe
That 'tis not sal·.· to cut or singe.
Ko.

TTfwMlojiler*.

S Co.36îe oad-ay New York
!WUNN
IXMc®. «35 Κ SU Washmtsîon, U. C.
Br»i;<
h

II.
rich dress ·>ί corded stuff;
M> kihst you'll hold then, eure enough.
When high uimU* blow o'er roof and
Choose

personal experience
others to highly

on

recommend Doan's Kidney 1'llls.

ref«-r to me."
For <ale by

You can

Foe»

all druggists; 50 ceuts.
tvr-Milbcru Co., iiuffalo, Ν. Ï.

a

wall

My second has a chance to f&U.
My whole's a thing that crawls and

I

creeps
Or hides away and

W. H. Winchester, Hearts
Ninety-nine ef

eww
Are due to Indigestion.
one hundred people who have heart trouble
waa
It
simple Indlgeecan remember when
It le a scientific fact that all oaaee «I
ton.
not
organic, are not only
heart dies ass.
traceable to. but are the direct remit of Indl·
gestion. All food taken Into the atomaeh
which falls of perfect digestion fermenta and
swella the stomach, puffing it up against the
heart. This Interferes with the action «I
the heart and Is the course of time thai

FOR

HEADQUARTERS

Curtail a kind of cloth and leave a
mark.
Curtail yeast and leave a bolt.
Curtail a soft metal and leave η
meadow.
Curtail to repel and leave a marsh.
Xo.

Kodd Digests What Yoa Eat

and relieves the stomach of all nervous
strain and the heart of all pressure.
•otUasaely. <1.00 Size holdinf 2% tlmaa the Ml
atze. which sails for 5Cc.
hf ■. α Da WITT A OO., OMI

Pec

Lubyrlnth.

ISM.—A

BLACMORSRKK
BDiiSARECRAC
H

Ο

8

Τ

1

F

U

C

Ο

Κ

Κ

IOLOC8NOOLT

delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.

Mr. O. Kaobie. al Nevada. O., aaya: I had (tomaofc
trouble aad was la a had auta «a I had heart trouble
«Mb Κ. I took KoSel Dyapepala Cur· far abort ta·
aaS κ eereS aw.

snugly sleeps.

1Μ.Ί.—Curtullmeata.

>o.

Weak

Russian novelist.

I»!.—'Triangle.
1. A tree. 2. Vociferous. 3. To en
title. 4. A masculine nickname. 5. A
letter.

Mr. L. T. Wilson, sallmaker on Market
l'ortmouth. Ν. H.. says: "I conme
tracted a very bad cold which affected
the
In the loins aud iu the upper part of
some
chest, causing distressing lameness,
stiffened
urinary dUkuh} and 1 was quite
read considerable about
had
up. As i
Philbrlck'a
to
went
I
Tills
l»niiu's Kidney
went to the
pharmacy aud p>t a box. They
use but part of
spot at on>e, aud 1 did notover
my trouble.
lie box before I was quite
a friend,
1 jrave the balance of my box to
aland there was pleuty to cure him.
lightweights.
are
us
very
of
neither
though
1 aiu prepared from my
and from their effects

a

So.

street.

Traoc Mawks
Ucsigns
ΛΡΥRIGHTS Ac.
n.Mrh ami d^wcrlptbin ma*
*
WJ

1JM».—(r«««wurd Unite·»».
captain, not In admiral;
pope, not in cardinal;
sleep. not In trance;
skip, not In dance;
contract, not In expand;
organise, not In disliand;
family, not In guest.

No.

the pain aud cure the cause, from
diacommon backache to dangerous
betes.

Anv

8

L

R

Κ

Ι>

Ο

Κ

S

Β

Λ

L

η

κ
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η

ο

τ

s
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There are seven kinds of flreworks
named in this puzzle. Bej:iii right, and
each letter will fall into its own place
till the seven names are read.
—t'niiM·u«

No.

Mem.

Sold by k\ A. Shurtieff Λ Co.

rds, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies

Ν. Η.

Berlin,
Catalogues

sent on

Dr. Austin Tenney,

Oculist,

application.

House, Norway
Tuesday, May 17, and 3d Tuesday
Office
of each following month.
hours, 10:30 a m. to 4 p. M.
m

For Sale.
privilege and

ill be at Elm

Eyes

Examined free.

dam
acres of land forNOTICE.
merly occupied by the Knights WHKKEXSnii wife, Mary Elinor, without
my be<l ami
m'lis on the Concord River in Wood- iu*» cause or provocation has" left that
1 will no
board, I hereby notify all persous
For further particulars in- loiiKer Ik? ret>p")U-lble for debts contracted by
stock.
~Kr*
her.
quire of
LEO R. MARSTUN.
\ m lover. Maine. June 38. 1ί*4.
V. K. PARR1S. Paris, Me.
The mill
together with four

stone

«

Tlic sarnamrs of ι\γο famous Scotchmen art· here represented.

loud outcry and bave not at boine.
3. Doubly behead to grieve and have a
kind «>f vase. 4. Doubly behead a w«>od
and havi quiet, 5. Doubly behead to

Big Ovens and Utile Ovens
the same result when Washburn-Crosby Co.'·
Gold Medal Flour is used—always satisfying, nutritious
bread; light, rich cakes; uniformly delicate pastry.
Bakers know its value from daily experience—from
the time the flour goes into the bin until it is handad
out a finished food to the smiling customer,

yield

Washburn-Crosby's

Gold Medal
Flour

flour is made of the finest spring
jvheat,so milled that the gluten
and germ of the grain are
retained, giving the bread
a

fruitlike or almond
flavor unknown to improperly milled flour.

Free to Housewives.

Cut out this advertisement and mail to us with name of
free of charge one of our GOLD
grocer and we will send you
MEDAL COOK BOOKS, containing 1U00 carefully prepared
Medal Flour^
receipts. If your dealer does not handle Oold
*
mention it in your letter. Address

please

Jl.nnoo tbi>

retreat and have to weary. t>. Doubly
behead favor and have in equal part.
7. Doubly behead a hoarse cry and
have a tree K. Doubly behead to purify and have nice. 'J. Doubly behead
hungry and have a month. 10. Doubly
behead to rille and have beneath. 11.
Doubly behead joy and have not dark.
11!. Doubly behead outlet of a lake aud
have

I'M·*'·

a

pronoun.

No.

1>»7.—Herrlfa to Rat.

berry that is a mass of stalks.
A berry that is a fowl.
A

A berry that is a color.
A berry that is a grater.
A berry that is moist.
.Untie

8DMMBR SOUPS.

M Wtizfcâ

as\*r

Harvesting Machinery,

Walter A. Wood.
Deering
New York Champion Rakes.
and

of

We have just received a large
repairs constantly on hand.

stock of the above

goods.

A full line
|

BE SURE AND SEE THEM BEFORE YOU BUY.

A.

W.

WALKER

SOUTH PARIS,

&
MAINE.

SON,

stimulating,

Clear soups—nutritive,

HAVE MADS WAS
BENEATH

OIT

ICS

EARTH'S SURFACE.

When the American marines and the
Colombian troops confronted each other
at Colon it looked for a time ai if a battle was to be fought on the pier of the

company. The pier is rather
unusual place to fight a battle, but
battles have oeen fought In many curious
places, ranging from mountain peaks to
sewers, from ice fields to desert sands.
At the battle of Monterey, in the
Mexican war, the Americans were able
to command the streets of the city with
their artillery, but they had difficulty in
dislodging the Mexicans from the houses.
So, the city being built of stone or adobe
in solid blocks of houses, the Yankees
broke through the walls from one house
to another, fighting and driving out the
enemy, so that the battle of Monterey

steamship

an

following

putter

?

fectly

teaspoon-

from

Voguer.

Key

In

above mixture. Put all in a greased
baking dish and bake fifteen minutes in
a quick oven.
Serve at once.
FRESH VEGETABLES.

Tomatoes should be most liberally
used. Tomatoes stewed, strained, seasoned with onion, celery seed, a clove,
hay leaf, a couple of whole black peppers, salt, combined with sufficient gela-

and poured into
mould may be served
with the hollow centre tilled with celery,
watercress, etc., on a bed of lettuce
leaves with mayonnaise salad dressing.

tin to stiffen
a

ring

I'osiou

(it.·

Transcript

i'Ltilcr.

No. 1S1.—l'aise Comparatives: 1· I.ad.
ladder. 2. Mart, martyr, 3. Lack, lac
quer.
No. 182.— Wuut Hiàilï Flamingo.
No. 183.
Sowing and Keapiiu?: 1

Car-go.

Whirl2. (loose-berry fool.
wind. 4. Counter-! ;:ne.
No. 1 S^l.
Anagram Verse: Kindest,

stinger, resting.

No. is",.—t harade: Cat-law.
Novel Transposition.·!: 1
No. 1îm«.
2. Sweat, waits.
3.
Bears, bores.
5.
4. 1 .aces, gales.
Roses, ogres.
7
0. Abyss, brass.
Ashes, eases.
I.outs, tools. 8. Tasks, stack.
No. 187.-Diamond: 1. I'. 2. Tin. 3.
Kicks. 4. I'ionics.
Spine, β. lee.
7. S
No. 188.—Syncopations: Pirate, prate.
Plaice, place. Waiter, water. Omise,
chase. Pliant, plant. Cruise, cruse.
—

moderately

crown

or

Kice boiled so that each grain may be
found wholly separate, and combined
with a sprinkling of grated cheese, served hot with a delicate brown sauce of
beef extract or other good stock, and
mushrooms or chicken-giblets will offer
an inviting dish.
Rice goes well, too, as
a border for kidney stew, or curricd kidney, lamb, chicken, crabs, etc.
FRUIT SOUFFLE.

Crush a pint of berries, peaches or
other fruit, and place in the bottom of a
baking dish. Pour over the fruit a cold
sauce, made from a quart of milk, a
tablespoonful of Hour auil two of butter,
perfectly blended and boiled for about
ten minutes, then the yolks of four eggs
and three tablespoonfule of sugar. The
sauce must be made carefully and chilled
on the ice before being added to the
stiffly beaten whites of four eggs, folding these last in very lightly and carefully. Pour all into the baking-dish and
bake in a slow oven for half an hour.
Servo at once, with ice-cold whipped
cream flavored with vanilla.
VANILLA

ICE

CREAM.

For six persons, a delicious homemade dessert. Bring one pint of milk
to a boil, adding threo eggs well beaten
up with a cupful of granulated sugar.
Take from the tire as soon as it begins to
thicken, and stir until perfectly smooth.
When cold, add in a well-whipped pint
of cream and a tablespoonful of vanilla
extract. This ice cream may be varied
by adding instead of vanilla a email cupful of very strong coffee, or two squares
of the best chocolate which has been cut
up tinely, blended with boiling water
and cooked until perfectly emooth, adding a little more sugar than in using the
vanilla.
MOLASSES

SPICK

CAKE.

Messrs. Ely Bros.—1 have been a great
Cream together one-half cupful of butsufferer from catarrh and hay fever and ter and one-half
cupful of sugar; add the
tried many things, but found no perma- well-beaten
yolks of two eggs, one-half
nent relief until I found it in Ely's Cream
cupful of sour milk, one-half cupful of
Balm about eight years ago, and we molasses to which has been added a
have been fast friends ever since.
scant teaspoonful of baking soda dis(Rkv.) R. m. Bentley.
solved in a tablespoonful of boiling
Messrs. Ely Bros.—Find enclosed 50 water, and one
teaspoonful of ground
cents, for which please send me your cloves.
Sprinkle in one and threeCream Balm. I find your remedy the
quartore cupfuls of Hour, measured after
quickest and most permanent cure for sifting several times. Beat all well tocold in the head, catarrh, etc.
! gether. Pour into two jelly layer tins,
Yours truly,
and add over the top a cupful of huckleDkll M. Potter.
berries which have been rolled in tlour.
Gen. Manager Arizona Gold Mining Co. Bake and cover each
layer with an icing
made from the whites of the eggs used
Wife—Henry, I am sure young Spoon- in the cake and a cupful of confectioner's
abit means business in coming here to
Idea.
see Maud.
Uusband—Nonsense! What sugar.—New
makes you think so? "Ho wears a new
Fashion Notes.
necktie every time he coiues." "Do you
think Maud cares anything for him?"
For traveling suits cloth is the favorite
"I'm certain she does. Why, she hasn't
material in beige, gray tones and dark
eaten an onion this

spring."

Constipation, headache, backache, feel
mean, no appetite, all run down. Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea wiir make you
well and keep you well. Money back, if
it fails. 35 cents. Tea or tablet form.
Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
"Have yon heard

company?"
"No; what is it?"

surance

about the latest in-

"Why, it's one that promises to pay
alimony to both parties in case the marriage proves a failure."
Mary had a little lad
Whose face was fair to see,
Because each night he had a drink
Of Rocky Mountain Tea.
)rin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Why the Adjutant Kneels
That you ahould kneel su much?
Mm l·»· you're lame or out of Joint.

buy

a

crutch.

"These tegs of mine are handy quite,
And thi-y are bent this way
Because, you know, I've always been
A sort of bird of prey."

A «Nervy" Dog.
The engineer and tiremau of a Katy
train tell a ratber pood dog

speeding along

were

near

lî recti Ridge, I» l'ettis county, the
other day, when they struck a shepherd dog.
They supposed they had
killed him and thought nothing more
of tin* incident, they say, until they
reached (ireen Itidge. There the dog,
which had been thrown upon the cowcatcher, was seen to Juiup down and
trot away, currying one of his legs In
his mouth.--Kansae City Journal.
How He Kvodi'tl

(In· Suicide Law.

Lord (.'hief Justice Hank ford of England. who lived in a longer century,notwithstanding his high position became
ko tired of life that he determined to
But he
shuttle off this mortal coil.
feared to commit suicide, because at
the time a verdict of fclo de se foliowed as a matter of course and the body
of the suicide was buried ut four crossroads, with a stake thrust through it.

Further, lie had to avert the consequences to his relatives of forfeiture
of his goods, which was also one of the
penalties for self destruction. lie adopted a novel expedient. Several of his
deer having beeu stolen, he gave orders
to his keepers to shoot any person they
uiet in or near the park at night who
did not immediately stand when challenged. Then ou a dark night he threw
himself In the path of the keepers

and. not answering the challenge, was
shot dead on the spot. The stump of
an old oak under which lie fell etill
marks the scene of the tragedy and
goes to tills day by the name of Hank-

glacier—even

▲ Pal·· Teat For Steal Blade·,

Munj' i>eople Imagine that by blowing

their breath on the blade of a knife
The man who was afraid we would not
they can tell whether the blade la steel
has
not
been
of
summer
a
touch
get
or pot metal.
Now, a person's breath
heard from for the past few days.
will adhere to a pot metal blade and
fade away the same as on steel, bnt
THE SECRET OF SUCCESS.
nine out of ten men don't know this,
of
bottles
million
August and that Is the reason
Forty
why so many
Flower Bold in the United States alone
since its introduction! And the demand teople carry Inferior pocketknlves.

For sale

by

F. A. Sburtleff

Λ

popular.
To keep the fullness away from the feet,
"Now isn't that jost too mean?"
"What's the matter?"
nany of the newest petticoats have a
lumber of heavy cords at the hem, and
"Aunt Margie lives in St. Louis, and
his arrangement serves the double pur- the writes us that she's got her honse
K>se of holding out the dress skirt as full of boarders."

ilso

4

ί
1

·.

*vV

il.-

tmc ccirraun eoeiMNv. rr wimm s«mt. new *o«« em.

ATTENTION FARMERS!

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

Wheeler,

W. J.

BILLlNflH BLOCK,

*»nth Pwrl·.

The Oxford Democrat

Nasal

ΑΜΠ

CATARRH

TheN. Y. Tribune Farmer

In all lta etudes there

should be clcoiiiioe*·.

Ely's Cream Balm

FOR ONE YEAR

cleaaMc, soothe» and heala
the di«ea»ed membrane.
It cure· catarrh an J drive·
tway a cold la tho head
Cream Balm Is placcd Into the noctrll·, spread*
over tho membrauo and I· absorbed. Belief 1· lm·
mediate «nd a cure follows. It is not drying—doea
not produce sneezing. Largo Size, 60 cent· at Drug·
giiti or by mall ; Trial Size, 10 cent· by mall.
KLY BROTHERS, M Warren Street, New York.

Dry

We are now shipping
into South Paris by the

can supply
quantity desired.

customers

Wide=Awake

load,

car

who is interested in tlie

in all sizes

as

two masters?"

news

NEEDS

of

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

l'aris and Oxford County should
subscribe for a

usual.

Good Local

A.W. Walker & Son,

to

to keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all
items of interest to himself and

Jeweler and Graduate

admirably supply your
wauts for county news and prove
a
welcome visitor in every

money with the order

us

the

can secure

the Democrat andTribune Farm=
er

PORTLAND AMI» BOSTON LINE.

FARE!

make money from the farm.

Any person sending

[astern Steamship Company.

$1.75.

One Year For

$1.BS.

steamers of thiH line leave
Franklin Wharf. Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at

Superb

will post you every week on all
important agricultural topics of
the day, and show you how to

household.

NORWAY, MAINE.

»»f

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,

will

LowestPricesinOxfordCouHtv.

experience

matter for every mem
ber of bis family.

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

Optician.

him the

special

family.

HILLS,

give

advanced
others in all the
and
methods
improvement*
which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
protits from the farm, and with

Weekly Newspaper

Parie.

Soutli

Farmer

Farmer

in any

ί

-

Every
Up-to=Date

Every

wood

dry

$1.75

-

Wood !

and

FOR

οοοοοοοαβοοο&χ&ο&αο^

quickly.

now

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TODAY

7:00 P. M.

Additional Sunday Trips.
In effect June 12th to Sept. 11th inFrom Portland »t 8:00 P. M.

$

clusive.

and from Boston at 7:00 P. M.
All freight via the steamers of this
Company is insured against fire and
marine risk.

§

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
Maine.

V

South Paris,

5

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find

<3

J. F. LISCOMB, Agent, Portland, Me.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Foster's Wharf,

$1.75

for which

below The Oxford
you will please
for One Year:
Farmer
Tribune
New-York
and
Democrat
send to the address

Send Democrat to.

Boston.

E. W. CHANDLER,

Send Farmer to.

Builders' Finish !

Signed

I will furnish DOORS anil WINDOWS uf any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Franks.

NOTE.

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
OuUlde work, send In your orders IMne I.um
lier and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

may be sent to different
addressee If desired.

The

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
W.

G.
«Vest

Papers

Hard Wood Floor Boards for h&Ic.

Matched

CI1ANDLKK,
V«w.

Snmnei

QUAKER RANGE

WANTED.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on car* .it
any R. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coming year.
E. W. PENLEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

For Sale!
Extra
mare.

good five-year-old driving
W. MAXIM,
Buckfield, Maine.

TRUES
ELIXIR
0
■

1

iur«. Rift, rultotj Ttgri.bl. remcjj for
In cblldran or ndulu. He »l Tour rfrugf i«u.

Th.eelj

worm.

IWtJJ'jTIlDEÏrm

The

\
I

whips, robes, etc.
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellent opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
1903.

F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.

Hon· TetephoM 0*iL 1014.
a

^f'V Hflt

MODEL

to remove

t

wagon, harness,

May 3,

nickel rails in the

QUAKER

Livery Stock for Sale !

be defied Twain to cite any passage of

Two Views.

of

In Use For Over 30 Years.

1125, for $65.
One second hand square piano, a nice I
one, for $115, worth $140.

jo horses, two-seated carriages,
Scripture that forbade the practice.
"Well," said the humorist, "bow about io top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
that passage that tells ua no man can carriages (open), 1 nice three seated
serve

Signature

The Kind Too Hare Always Bought

ford's oak.

equals

the head. White sweat- cents.
and scarlet ones are Co.

Bear· the

ALWAYS

that cosl

—Ailuntu Constitution.

Îcissenger
tor.v. They

CASTORIA

GENUINE

WAY?"

tle red socks and sandal slippers are millions of these distressing complainte
Mark Twala oa PolrgMar.
—a success that is becoming wider in its
shown in the same vivid color.
A Mormon once argued polygamy
Sweaters for children are shown but- scope every day, at home and abroad, as
toned down the back or on the shoulders, the fame of August Flower spreads. with Mark Twain. The Mormon Inwhile others are without buttons and Trial bottles, 25 cents; regular size, 75 sisted that polygamy was moral, and

best,

Oastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare·
It is Pleasant. It
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups·
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worm*
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wiml
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach mid Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

One second hand Ivers & Pond piano, |
walnut case, for $950, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rum"Why do your Irge bend back like that?
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a|
f'nn't yiiU walk like a crane?
great trade.
Docs standing with you not agree
One second hand Estey organ at South |
Or does It give you pain?"
Paris, almost new, for $55.
the
said
Adjutant,
here,"
"Now. see
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
"You bother me. you do.
«tops, in nice condition, for $45.
I sit and walk whene'er I please.
One second hand Dyer A Flughes, six [
But what Is that to you?
octave, walnut case, never been hurt, I
"WHY DO YOU K.NKRL THAT

for it is still growing. Isn't that a fine
Praaldent la th· Blbl·.
showing of success? Don't it prove that
The title president occurs In the
August Flower has had unfailing success
in the cure of indigestion and dyspepsia Bible. "It pleused Darius to set over
—the two greatest enemies of health and the kingdom 12Q princes, which should
happiness? Does it not afford the best be over the whole kingdom, and over
evidence that August Flower is a sure
these three presidents, of whom Danspecific for all stomach and intestinal iel was
first, that the princes might
blue. The designs are severe and the disorders?—that it has proved itself the
best of all liver regulators? August give accounts unto them, and the king
skirts escape the ground.
should have no damage."—Daniel vl,
In the juvenile fashions scarlet para- Flower has a matchless record of over
sols are given a prominent place, and lit- thirty-five years in curing the ailing 1-2.

»re drawn over
ers are liked

What is CASTORIA

I bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 7φ octave, almost new,
for $185.
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for $900, worth $250.

New York'· Harbor Eagle·.
Above the pier—close to It and toyo' mind teuin me, Altaian
Mandrake," be said, "how to 'stinguisha gether, us if for comfort—huddled a
mueharoom f'm a toadstool?"
cluster of tugs, those curious, power"Willingly," replied the professor. ful, persistent little steam craft that
"In the first place, you must remember
ply back and forth and up and down,
that the amanita phalloïdes, or deadly
saucily and busily important, their
the
resembles
agaricus rows of fenders trailing in the water,
agaric, closely
is
or
edible
which
fungus,
campestris,
their black smoke bannering out beour common variety, and absolutely inthem nosnocuous.
Next, it will be necessary to hind. Often I hud watched
fix firmly in your mind the distinguish- iug in and out among the heuvier craft,
of iiudgiug it great oceuu liner into midmarks
<fr
characteristics
ing
which are stream and singly or together pushing
the agaricue campestris,
these: A pileus not covered "with ex- or
pulling some huge helpless bulk, as
crescencelike scales; gills of a brownish- an ant or as two might seize and
stalk
solid
and
when
mature;
appurple
trundle a great dead bumblebee. Their
proximately cylindrical; ring near midtheir impudence had filled
dle of stalk; base not bulbous and not power and
The distin- me with wonder. Viewing them now
sheathed by membrane.
guishing characteristics of the amanita in repose, I was impressed by the fact,
phalloides, or deadly agaric are these: hliherto unconsidered, that upon alPilous destitute of distinct excrescences; most every pilot house was a golden
white gills, hollow stalk, large ring and eagle with extended wings— u symbol
prominent bulb at base, with membra- of power and swiftness—and It was
nous upper margin. Bearing these points
borne in upon me that the tug in truth
of differentiation fully in mind, you will
Is the harbor eagle, with all other craft
which
loss
to
determine
never be at a
for its prey.- Scrlbner's.
encounter
in
case."
any given
variety you
"Yes, sub," eaid Uncle 'Rastus, turnHe Worked (be Airor· Borealla.
ing bis hat round and round in hie
fingers. "I un'stan dat all right, but
(îeorge Hurtlett l'rescott was one of
how's I gwine to tell 'em apabt?"—Chithe pioneers of the science of electricity
cago Tribune.
TIe begun the study of
in America.
Benefits of Walking.
electricity in 184G. when he was sixThe best, simplest, universal exercise teen. With Edison, he owned all the
is that of walking. I can walk with en- patents in the quadruplex system both
joyment for hours along a flat country, iu tnis country and in Great Britain,
and even in the parks and embankments lie Introduced the duplex system in
of London; but I attribute my health 187(1 and the
quadruplex two years
and activity in my seventy-third year to
later, l'rescott made certain that the
of
the steady pursuit
climbing hills, aurora boreal is was au electrical dismountains, glaciers and moors—a praciu the Boston office on
tice which I began in my seventeenth play. und whilo
one occasion he disconnected the batthe
of
Scotland.
Since
in
Highlands
year
then I have constantly worked all round teries und operated the wires with th·
the Alps, from Nice to the Tyrol, doing atmospheric electricity.
nearly all the well-known peaks, passée
and glaciers—the Grivola in a verglas
The Deaert of Sahara.
being the worst. I have walked in the
The greater part of the desert of SaPyrenees, the Apennines and the hara is from 0,000 to 8,000 feet above
mountains of Sicily and Greece, the
The desert la
Welsh, Scotch and Lake hills, the moors the level of the ocean.
of Yorkshire, Lancashire, Hampshire, not rainless, but showers cover It with
Cornwall, Surrey and Sussex. I played grass for α few weeks In the year,
cricket in my school and college eleven* large docks aud herds being mainly
as bowler, and I have enjoyed tennis,
upon Its borders, and the oases are deracquets, lawn tennis (which I still play) pressions In which water can be coland
But
none
football, rowing
skating.
lected and stored. It was at one time
walking. I have ridden all my believed that the whole of the desert
find
I
but
hunting, shooting, fishing
life,
Instead of only
and golf sheer waste of time. An Alpine was below the sea level
a comparatively small part of It
a
British

London News.

Infhuts and Children—Experience against Experiment.

hand instruments.

"would

cragside—is
stupid forms of "sport"
put together.—Frederic Harbison in

Experiments

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second

dignitary.

worth all the

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which ha* bee*
in nee for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under hw personal supervision since its infancy.
^ Allow no one to deceive you in
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but
that trifle with and endanger the health of

THB trub l. r. rbnewb thi bnERQIC8 AND IMPART· VIQOR AND
STRENGTH TO BODY AND MIND

—

ν

"I with to aay a few word· In prilM oMh#
Tn» 'L. F.' Atvood'· Bitter·. 11»*·, *»*·" '!
for year· and find If to b· thi belt til round
laxative medicine I can get. I waa
bottle·
very bad laat aprlng and took aereral
thla
and It made me feeî Ilka a new man. If
testimonial will be of any uae to you In liKreaaare
at
liberty,
ine the aale of your medicine you
to
to uae It. Thla medicine la aurely a boon
all mankind. "—5. IK. Gor&m.ChtsftrtiUt, lit.

"Do you belong to any church
If so. go

CASTOR ΙΑ

THINKS L. FyKIEDICINE
A BOON TO MANKIND

"Pleaee tell me, Mr. Adjutant.
Why do you kneel that way Τ
I never see you standing up—
You kneel the livelong day.'

The Daughter—Archie says that Id
veil.
In neckwear the broad lace collar is
Small waists are no longer in style. my new whit· satin I remind him of a
I he favorite in both light and heavy It's the
round plump waists that come yacht under full sail Her Father' aces.
by taking Hollister's Rooky Mountain From my standpoint you are more of
Cora—Didjk man ever kiss you against
Afternoon frocks are made of flowered
rour will?
Tea; that's all the go. 86 oents. Tea a revenue cutter. Woman's Home
aualins and are trimmed with the finer or tablet form. Orln Stevens; -F. A.
Ethel—No, but Pve fooled dozen· of 1{ koea.
1
3hurtleff * Co.
ham.

/

HOE Hit II m HUN

AO Animal Stoiy For
Little FolKs

AND

easy of digestion—are now appropriate,
as are also the cream soups and purees
made from those seasonable vegetables
whose saline properties are here presented to best effect and fullest strength
through the very liquid in which they
have been cooked—the pulp of these
vegetables—and in combination with
nourishing milk or cream. Such features
of this kind to be particularly favored
are beef bouillon, chicken consomme,
clam broth, cream of asparagus, pease, was largely fought indoors.
In one of the battles of the wars of
celery, string beans, onion, potato,
spinach, corn, rice, barley soups, as well William the Silent for the independence
as bisques of tomato, crab and clams, all of the Netherlands the Spanish ships
containing elements of great benefit to wore frozen in on the Zuyder Zee. The
Dutch came in on horseback over the
the human orgauism at this time.
ice and attacked them. This is probably
THE SEltVING OK KISH.
tlie only battle in which cavalry was ever
Now, too, is the period for the most used directly against ships. Several
perfect appreciation of fish fresh from other combats were fought between
Us native element.
One can choose from troops on the ice in these wars, and on
an almost prodigal list of
epicurean one occasion the infantry is said to have
character as folows: Salmon,
trout, worn skates.
Spanish mackerel, whitebait, halibut, 4 The battle of Austerlitz was partly
pickerel, perch, blackflsh, bass, frogs' fought on a frozen lake, and when the
legs, crabs, lobsters, clams, etc., all at allies were retreating across it tbe shot
their prime, and to be presented in forme from tbe French artillery, plunging into
varied and inviting, with delicious sauces. the ice and breaking it up, caused the
"Left-over" fish should be utilized in death of thousands of Russians and
offering salads, with accompaniment of A ustrians.
natercress, lettuce, etc., or agaiifmade
Of the
many underground battles
into croquettes, cutlets, scalloped or which have taken place in history the
creamed dishes.
fiercest was probably that of the siege
of Uaarlem in the Dutch wars. Tbe
AN ENTREE.
Spaniards mined, and the Dutch counterAn attractive entree maybe made by
mined, with equal industry, and below
and
tilling the ground a fierce conflict raged.
scooping out green peppers
with the
mixture: Minced or
When the Versailles troops took Paris
Naked left-over fish
combined with after the commune
they chased some of
bread crumbs, cream, a grating of onion,
the communist troops to the great sewa little minced parsley, lemon juice, a
ers of tbe French capital, where some
dash of curry, paprika and salt, and a
desperate struggles took place.—Washbeaten egg. Where the flavor of garlic
ington Post.
is relished the onion may be omitted,
and the bowl in which the mixture is put
Drees Their Own Wounds.
together may be rubbed well previously
There are not a few birds tbat possess
with a broken clove of garlic. Fill the
a knowledge of tbe principles of surgery
peppers, sprinkle a little cracker-dust or
that is not far from supernatural. Tbe
some line bread crumbs over the top, add
some other
®
and put in the oven to woodcock, the partridge and
!'
wounds
oake.
Crab-meat served in a hot rich birds are able to dress their
French
considerable
skill. A
cream sauce is most delicious.
High with
naturalist says tbat on several occasions
seasoning, lemon juice, salad dressing,
when
iartare sauce, etc., aid the digestion of he had killed woodcocks tbat were
shot convalescing from wounds previously received. In every instance he found
SEASONABLE
MEAT8.
the old injury neatly dressed with down,
Those meats which are most easily plucked from the stem of feathers and
digested should form part of the sum- skillfully arranged over the wound, evimer menu. Mutton, tender beef, lamb
dently by the long beak of the bird. In
white-fleshed
sweetbreads,
poultry, some instances a solid plaster was thus
tongue and tripe. Bacon is relishable, formed, and in others ligatures had been
and when crisply cooked, is an aid to applied to wounded or broken limbs.
One day be killed a bird tbat evidentBroiled bacon, or browned
! digestion.
in a pan in a hot oven, thinly sliced, will
ly had been severely wounded at some
recent period. The wound was covered
be found enjoyable.
and protected by a sort of network of
BELISUAllLE DISHES.
feathers which had been plucked by the
Macaroni or spaghetti, with a nutri- bird from its own body and so arranged
tious, savory sauce in which good beef as to form a plaster completely covering
stock or extract forms a part, is whole- and protecting the wounded surface. It
some and relishable.
Field mushrooms, bad evidently acted as hemostatic in the
to be gathered in August and September, first place and subsequently as a shield
a
after
rain
fall, are very covering the wound. The feathers were
particularly
enjoyable as well as healthful, when fairly netted together, passing alternateproperly cooked.
ly under and above each other and forming a textile fabric of great protective
UBOILEI) M rsHliOOMs.
power.
Remove the stems and put the mushBirds are often found whose limbs
rooms on a line broiler, with a bit of but- have been broken
by shot with the
ter within each, turning the tops of them fractured ends
neatly joined and ligated.
toward the lire. Broil lightly and place M. Dumontell tells of a woodcock that
on crisp, buttered toast.
Pour over the bad been shot by a
sportsman on the
mushrooms the hot juice prossed from afternoon of a certain
day. After a long
the round of beef cut into squares, and
but it was
search the bird was
held over the hot coals or heated in the discovered the next given up,
morning by an accioven, or on a very hot pan, just long
In the meantime the wounded
dent.
enough to reach a temperature which legs were found to be neatly ligated, an
will cause the juice to flow
under
exquisitely neat bandage having been
pressure. Serve hot, nicely seasoned.
placed around each limb. The poor
CHEESE KAMEKIN8.
bird, however, in dressing its wound,
Tut on and boil one gill of milk and entangled its beak with some long soft
and had it not been discovered
two ounces of bread crumbs until per- feathers,
it would'liave died of starvation.—Chismooth. Then add two

Rushvillk, Ind.

>' 4h·:

summer menu

Uontoii.

In

M arm. the cook has
Parlor Maiu
tipped lite table over, with all the
dishes on it.
Didn't you hear the
crash?
Mrs. Crochet -Oh. yes. 1 heard It. but
1 supposed it was Kunice playing some-

thing

is the favorite of housewives, because it is easily
worked, yields a superior quality
of baking» and a greater quantity
than any other. Gold Medal

Summer Viande.
should present*
positive contrast to the winter bill of
fare. Heavy, substantial foods must be
put aside for those of lighter character.
The

Armies Have Fought.

fuls of butter, four tablespoonfuls of cago Chronicle.
grated cheese and one-third of a tea- "How's 1 Owlne to Tell 'Em
Apart?"
spoonful of best dry mustard. Stir toNo. 1M41.—Ooultltf llflirailiiiKit.
Uncle 'Rastus, who was seeking ingether for one moment. Remove from
had
The initial.; of the beheaded words
ie hre and add a dash of paprika, salt formation concerning mushrooms,
will spell a «11 y of public celebration.
to taste, and the well-beaten yolks of been referred by a preternaturally solemn
1. DouM.v tHhead to violate and have two eggs. Beat the whiter to a very student to the professor of botany, and,
j
hat in hand, he was addressing that
2. Doubly behead stiff froth ami stir carefully into the with
u kind of trimming.
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OOLDKa, Oxford Democrat, Paris, Main*

Carpets Played

Wool
to
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they

easy
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without bolts.
50 CtS.
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Variety 8tor·, Norway.
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